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By Elizabeth Cote 
and Frank Moore 
\ 
It has been the longest and 
hardest rainfall local residents 
have seen in a long time. Three 
low pressure systems stalled 
over New England, causing , 
heavy, steady · rain and flooding 
in New Hampshir~. · 
Gov. John Sununu declared 
a State of Emergency at 2 a.m. 
Monday morning, a·nd the Na-
tional Weather Service has 
issued .a flood warning for as 
long as the rain continues. 
In the UNH/Durham area, 
the Lamprey River swelled to 
flood and close Route 108 be-
tween Durham and Newmarket. 
Also sections of Route 152 from 
Newmarket to Lee, and sections 
of Bennett Road from New-
market to Durham are closed. 
Caprnin Hubert Matheny of 
the Durham Fire Department 
said Route 108 is passable to 
. emergency vehicles only. 
- According to Newmarket Fire 
, Department officials, •the town 
of Newmarket has been declared 
a high water flood area. Res-
Thi's automobile eases its way down a flooded roµte 108' in Durham towards Newmarket Monday afternoon. 
~ . 
The excessive flooding caused considerable damage in the area. Ad.ditional photos, page 16~ (Frank Moore photo) 
FH projec:t will get student aid· 
By David Olson 
The student. senate approved 
by a wide margin Sunday night 
a bill requiring students to pay , 
more on future Recreational 
Sports Fees to help fund ren-
ov9tioris to the Field House. 
· Director of Recreational 
Sports Michael O'Neil said $5.3 
million was needed for reno-
vations. Students will fund 
roughly $ 1.5 million of this 
figure. 
According to O'Neil and 
Financial Affairs and Admin-
istration chairperson Chris Hei-
senberg, the additional fee will -
be no more than $15 a year per 
student. The exact amount will 
be decided during the student 
senate's summer quorum, Hei-
senberg said. 
O'Neil said students could be 
paying the extra fee for "10 to 
15 years." The life of the fee 
depends on the life of the bond 
UNH obtains to fund the pro-
ject, according to O'Neil. 
O'Neil also said 73 to 75 
percent of the studelil.t popula-
tion uses the Field House. 
Renovations and additions 
to the Field House include .the 
total renovation of the Paul 
Sweet Oval, which O'Neil called 
a "major health problem." 
·Because of the poor conditions 
of the Oval, O'Neil said, UNH 
has not been able t_o hold a horrie 
'track meet in "five or six years." 
Construction would also provide 
new locker room space for 
female atheletes, a sports med-
icine ·complex, a new equipment 
allotment area, and a new gym-
nastics area. 
The renovations would also 
include a .gymnasium area that 
would have two full-size bas-
ketball courts. O'Neil said this 
project alone would cost about 
$ 1. 5 million. O'Neil also said 
if the student senate did not fund 
the additional money needed, 
the project most likely to be cut 
would be the gymnasium. 
According to O'Neil, last 
Thursday the New Hampshire 
House of Repre~entatives 
passed the Fjeld House appro-
priation at $3.8 million and sent 
it to the N.H. Senate. 
O'Neil said the cost of ren-
ovating the Field House was 
originally estimated at $2 .8 
million. In April of 1986, the 
cost was increased to ,$3.8 mil-
lion. Sunday nigqt, O'Neil said 
problems forced the cost to $5.3 
million. 
O'.Neil then asked the student 
senate to "pass a resolution 
allowing a fee to be charged for 
a recreational gymnasium." He 
said the fee would be charged 
for the life of the Field House 
project. , 
According to O'Neil the ar-
chitects "found things when 
_they got into the project that 
made the cost go up. One 
example he gave was the fact 
that there is a fleed for "a_ lot 
of cut and fill." This work needs 
to be done because the area . 
around the Field House is com-
prised primarily of clay and 
ledge. Also, the plan originally 
include~ only one recreational 
gymnasmm. 
O'Neil said the senate had to 
approve the bill by Wednesday, 
when the Board of Trustees set 
the ceiling for student fees. 
BILL, page 7 
idents in low-lying areas have 
evacuated to relative's houses 
or to· the Newmarket High 
School. 
Newmarket officials said they 
are keeping a close watch on the 
Griswald Dam for fear it may 
breach under pressure of in-
creased water levels. 
"If the dam does go, there's 
· going to be two more feet of 
water downstream," one official 
said. 
Judy Monroe, a Durham res-
.idem on Route 108 for 15 years, 
warched the Lamprey, swell to 
her doorstep this week. She 
moved her living mom furniture 
off the floor in the event the 
encroaching water seeps into 
the house. 
_'Tm really nervou~ about it, 
RAIN, page 6 
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"'Dead Heads' congregate at Worcester Centrum . 
. By Peter A. Katz the people who now follow the 
band are college-age and were 
probably not born whep the 
band was started in the mid-
1960s. Kids wan.dered outside 
the Worcester Centrum with 
various college sweatshirts and 
jackets. They also had th~ ste-
reotypical bead Head parapher-
nalia: tie-dye t-shirts, bandanas, 
and ripped blue "jeans :- Like 
N agibe, they were ·not a presen-
table bunch, but rather a throw- . 
back to the original followers 
It had been windy all day and 
now it was raining. Seventeen 
· year-old Kareem N agibe had 
no ticket to Saturday night's 
Grateful Dead concert at the 
Worcester Centrum; he had no 
place to sleep; he also had no 
ride back to school at Northfield 
Mount-Hermon. 
. I 
, Bundled in a yellow and red 
striped blanket, he sat' quietly 
in the cold. If he had been sitting 
on a street in Boston, he-would 
have be considered one of the 
. numerous homeless_ street peo-
ple and been taken into a shelter. 
As it was, though, he was just 
one of the hundreds of people 
waiting for. a miracle to get into 
the concert. 
Other groups from the 1960s 
have already faded away. The 
Who broke up years ago and The 
Rolling Stones will probably not 
get back together. The Grateful 
Dead, though, is alive and weir 
of the 1960s. · 
But time marches on while 
the band gets older.Jerry Garcia, 
the leader of the band, has 
predominantly gray hair. Part 
of his illness last summer wa-s. 
from exhaustion: One must 
wonder then how much longer 
the band can perform. 
. Jerry Garcia has recovered 
from his diabetic coma last 
summer. Tickets for the three 
shows in Worcester last wee·-
kend went on sale at Ticketron 
outlets last month and were sold 
out within a half-hour. 
'Slow Joe from Idaho' was one 
of the older looking people. 
With black hair to his elbows 
and a very unclean appearance, 
he classified himself not as a 
Dead Head, but a hippie. He is 
only 26, though. 
Bob Weir and Jerry Garcia in concert Friday nig~t. (Stu Evans photo) 
The band's popularity is dif-
ferent from Bruce Springsteen's, 
who is arguably today's most 
popular performer. For exam-
ple, "Dead Heads," as the loyal 
followers are called, are willing 
to go to more than one concert 
and also travel to other cities. 
He feels Jerry Garcia will go 
into retirement, if he is close 
to dying again. If the whole band 
retires, then there will be a 
replacement band, he said. He 
feels Garcia now is healthy 
enough, though, and has the 
right attitude to live to 120. 
be a~ unforgettable as John F. 
Kennedy's assassination. 
For Nagibe, Garcia's-impor-
tance comes from being "the 
father and leader of the tribe." 
He ·speaks with such adoration 
that he seems to be part of a cult 
and has been trained to say only 
good things about the leader. 
a hard time finding people I can 
groove with. At Dead .shows 
there are people who u·nder-
stand me," he said. 
when he learned the scalper was 
· sold out. , · 
He likes the idea of comtnuhal 
living and- suggested _it was 
possible for Dead Heads. "A 
little more support and the tribe 
could be isolated. We could make 
our own clothes and food. Peo-
ple would take ca.re of each , 
other," he said. 
Most interesting is _most of . 
Nagibe thought more catas-
trophically about Garcia's death. 
"I don't want to think about it. 
If he died people would flip out," 
he said. He said his death could 
N agibe calls a Grateful Dead 
concert home, because there 
p~ople appreciate him. "I have 
He also · likes the friendly 
atmosphere. Nagibe, for exam-
ple, had the opportunity t.o buy 
a ticket for Saturday night's 
show for $75. He had only $50, 
though, so he went around 
borrowing a dollar here and 
there. He had collected $13, DEAD HEAD, page 12 , 
NEWS IN BRIEP 
One dead . in D.C. tour 
bus crash 
A Boston woman died yesterday and six other · 
Massachusetts' residents remained hospitalized 
last night after a tour bus struck a bridge spanning 
the George Washington Memorial Parkway Saturday 
,. night. .. . · 
1:he identity of the woman is being withheld 
pending notification of relatives. The six other 
, members o-f the Mystic Valley Railway Society of 
Hyde Park were injured and the bus driver was 
listed in fair to good co,ndition. 
The roof.of the bus was sheared off in the accident 
after the driver tried to pass under a stone archway 
in the right lane instead of the center lane where 
the clearance is higher, said Lt. David Stover of 
the U.S. Park Service. · 
NY bridge collapses 
An interstate highway bridge collapsed Sunday 
30 miles northwest of Albany, NY which sent several 
vehicles into a creek. 
A span on the New York State Thruway fell at 
11 a.m. Rescuers began a search for bodies in 
Schohaire Creek but as of early evening no victims 
were found. 
This area was one of the f!!OSt hard hit by heavy 
rams. 
The National Weather Service predicts rain for 
today and has posted flood warnings for the l~i::-ge 
rivers in southern New England. Flood warnmgs 
were also posted for small rivers and streams in 
central and western Massachusetts, central and 
southern New Hampshire and southwestern Maine. 
The weekend rainfall in New England ranged 
2-6 inches and flooded numerous bridges and roads 
and drenched basements. 
Speed limit up.ped to 65 
mph 
It will be a matter of weeks before northern New 
England will raise its spe·ed limit to 65 miles per 
hour, state officials said last week. 
"Don't drive 65 until you see the sign," warned 
Wallace E. Stickney, New Hampshire's Commis-
sioner of Transportation. 
The three northern New Englanq. states that 
are like)y to increase the limit _are New Hampshire, 
Vermont and Maine. Governor Michael Dukakis 
of Massachusetts opposes the increase. . . 
Stickney said his department has the power to 
· raise the speed limit because the New Hampshire 
law setting the' state limit at 70 'mph has never 
changed, and highway speeds were lowered to 55 
by administrative action'. He said hundreds of "speed 
cards," legal documents that record s,peed limits 
on .every road in the state, must be changed. He 
said it will take a number of weeks. Speed limits 
will stay at 55 near Manchester, Salem and 
Portsmouth, and 45 near Franconia Notch. 
}J 
Roger Clemens is back 
Roger Clemens has retu.rned to the Red Sox. 
He pitched .six innings out of ten against Harvard 
·at Chain O'Lakes Park on Saturday and then flew · 
to Milwaukee with the club last night. 
Although Clemen-s is back .i,_n baseball, he still 
has not agreed to a contract. However, Sox· officials 
and Clemens' agents say th_ey have a basis for 
agreement on a two year deal. He could make $2 
million over the next two years. He will be paid 
a base salary of $500,000 this year and a base of 
$1.2 million next year. 
, Clemens walked out the Red Sox camp March 
6 when the Sox made their final offer of $500,000 
for 1987. He was asking for $1 million for.lone year 
or $2.4 million over two seasons. 
Graduates-opting Bos-
ton's high cost 9£ living 
Boston is no longer an a·ccommodating city for 
recent college graduates seeking a place to live. 
It is too expensive,· of course. The hub has ma.ny 
restaurants, clubs, theatres, a coastline and constant 
- activity but many are now opting to live elsewher:e. 
Rents are extremely high and salaries do n<;>t 
commensurate. Students say that while living -in 
Boston, they barely make ends meet while paying 
for rent and loans. If you live in Boston, they say, 
you will not save money. . · 
"Pretty much all they can · do .is pay the rent," 
said one student. They say the culture and night · 
life mean nothing if they cannot afford to enjoy 
it. . 
. The median house price hovers around $170,000. 
The most expensive ip the nation. How can one 
save for such a house, the students ask, when paying 
$600 to $1,000 a month for rent in an apartment . 
now? 
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~Proctor firms ·up campclign ·platform 
LOUISE PROCTOR 
By Marla G. Smith 
With Route 108 clos-ed last 
night because of floods, st~dent 
body vice presidential candidate 
Louise Proctor was lucky she 
made it back to her house in 
Ne~market. After all, it had 
been a long day. 
She .. :was going Jo get .. up ac5. 
a.m. to study for her Monday 
plant physiology exam. But she 
fought the alarm until 8 a.m. 
After seven hours of sleep, 
Proctor was ready for another 
day at UNH. 
"I've been spending most of 
my time firming up om plat-
form," said Proctor, then she 
adds, "We've taken such a huge 
~The 'nitty-gritty' 
concerns Harcourt 
By Frank Moore 
Glen Harcourt, the vice-
presidential candidate of th.e 
Apsey / Harcourt ticket, -is more 
concerned with the "nitty~ 
. gritty" aspects of the office. 
"The president must oversee 
issues and delegate authority," 
Harcourt said as he propped his 
feet up onto a couch.'Tm more 
interested in the "nitty-gritty" 
kinda stuff." 
Acc;ording to Harcourt this 
· includes establishing founda-
tions for bills and resolutions 
and setting -up of committees 
while constantly addressing new 
ideas. 
Harcourt stressed their c~rh-
paign theme "working together 
for change." 
"We're a dual ticket striving 
for a team effort," Harcourt said. 
"We work extremely well to-
gether." · 
"Jay can work to r~present -
and understand students needs 
while I ·can examine the means 
to how we can ach.eive those 
goals." 
Although H'\rcourt is com-
pletely in favor the field house 
renovation, he strongly opposes 
the current bill of $3.8 million. 
This bill -leaves an additional 
$1.5 million to be absorb~d by 
the students by a $15 increase 
in · the recreational sports fee .1 
"They're just continually 
dumping additional fees on the 
students," Harcourt exclaimed 
as his frustration level began 
to rise. "By passing the reso-
lution it weakens student pres-
tige. We're giving in to the 
administration." 
According to Harcourt gain-
ing student respect from the 
administration is vital. "The 
10,000 students at UNH repres-
- ent a strong percentage of the 
entire population of New Hamp-
shire," Harcourt said. "The state 
profits from us and we deserve 
a lot more respect." 
.Wher:i asked why he was 
wearing a tie, Harcourt replied, 
"It shows th.at Jay and I a-re 
serious and that we're giving 
a 110 percent effort to this 
campaign," he said. "We want 
people to know that we are 
platform." Proctor is running 
for .office with student body 
presidential' candidate Kristy 
Markey. 
After a breakfast of yogurt, 
cereal and raisins, Proctor stu-
died for her exam, then took the 
Kari-van to Durham. -
Proctor~was the co-ordinator 
. for''d-ie .. Aprii i N~~1~;r ·Aw.are·~ .. 
ness Day. She is used to a busy 
schedule. Running for vice 
presi_dent of the student body 
hasn't made things much more 
hectic. · 
"Personally, I haven't had any 
negative confrontation," says · 
Proctor of the radical campaign 
platform the Markey /Proctor_ 
GLEN HARCOURTr 
interested in getting. things 
going right ·no~." · _ 
. Harcourt said he feels that 
he and Apsey round out the 
ticket extremely well. "I'm 
interested in environmental and 
social issues such as · COCA 
(Committee On Central Amer-
ica ) and the feminist move-
ment," Harcourt said. 
According to Harcourt, the 
Apsey / Harcourt ticket has re-
ceived a lot of positive feedback. 
"We've received plenty of 
'thµmbs up' and approving 
smiles from students," he said. 
"The campaign is going ex-
tremely well." 
ne of the many entries in this weekend's cat show, the first of its kind to be held at UNH 
(Craig Parker photo) · 
ticket boasts. ./ 
"A lot of faculty, who may or 
may not fully agree with our 
platform, are really glad we're 
making students look at sub-
stantial issues, not just things 
like the snack bar," Proctor says. 
She scurried off to her 11:15-
12: 15 p.m. exam. Afterwards 
she prepared for a 1-3 p.m. lab. 
Proctor is n0 stranger to her 
running mates. "Last semester 
my cou~in and I lived with Jay 
and Glenn ( of the Apsey /Ha-
rcourt ticket)' in Newmarket. 
And now Kristy lives with Sabra 
Clarke (of the Warner/ Clarke 
ticket);" Proctor says. 
Proctor has been working 
with Markey and q1mpaign 
manager Rick Kohn on a stu -
dent activism poster. "It will 
show students how to get more 
· involved and how to have more 
of an influence over the admin-
istration," she says. 
Proctor and Markey have 
been researching Colby Col -
lege's system of eliminating its 
Greek system. Proctor says she 
has also been studying colleges 
and universities who have ab-
olished ROTC programs , on 
campus. . 
. Proctor spent the rest of her 
afternoon at the Progressive 
Student Network in rhe MUB. 
At 7 p.m. she ran off to a two-
hour organizational behavior 
group meeting. _ , 
Finally home by , 10 p.m., 
Proctor tries to stu_dy~ and relax. 
But mostly relax. She hasn't had 
time to eat dinner: · 
"I promised myself to study 
a little every night," says Proc-
tor, a junior. "Then I listen to 
· a little Pink Floyd or Joni 
Mitchell and go to bed.' '. 
Proctor tries to be in bed by 
11 p.m.; but it doesri'-t always 
work. But getting to bed early 
has its adv-antages . After all, 




By Paulina McC. Collins 
B.ounding into The New 
Hampshire in between meet-
ings is vice ·presidential candi-
date, Sabra Clarke. She's bright, 
enthusiastic and ·she's willing 
to work. 
"Our ticket is strong," says 
Clarke, referring to presidential 
ticket of Warner Jones and 
herself. ''We're a team. Our 
strength comes from the fact 
that we represent different areas 
of campus." . _ 
"Warner's been very active 
with the senate for two years, 
and is cun;:ently Student Activity 
Fee chairperson. He under~ 
stands the budget and the his-
tory of the budget," says Clarke. 
Sometimes it's hard to get 
these ideas across to people says 
Clarke, "that's where I see 
myself as coming in." 
Clarke says she /and J~:rnes 
compliment each other. Tney 
come from different directions 
to share i'nformation and idea-s. 
Jones is part of the Greek system 
and Clarke is a commuter, both 
represent different aspects of 
the campus. 
"Warner and I are different 
people," Ciarke says, "our pers-
pectives are different but we_'re 
both working for the same goal-
the students, they're our top 
priority." 
Take Bush's coming co speak 
at graduation, says Clarke. She 
says Jones sees it as good pub-
licity for the University, but for 
Clarke that's not the .real issl,le. 
She does't want co · see the 
seniors losing out. 
"I don't · want to see the 
University turned into a pol-
itical forum." Clarke says she 
would like to see a poll taken 
in the future shpwing who the 
students want for commence-
ment speaker. · 
According to Clarke, the 
shuttle was set up in theory to 
"transport students from the 
outer parking lots to the core 
of campus." . 
"We support this idea," · 
Clarke· says, "~nd are thinking 
ahead to the future ." If the 
Uniyersity expands, a new park-
-ing lot may be built outside of 
A-lot .or -the University may 
build anoth~r the undergraduate 
apartment facility, and then "the 
shuttle will be necessary," says 
Clarke. 
The shuttle is part of a "three-
part deal," Clarke says:. The 
SABRA CLARKE 
student pays $.10 which includes 
a free A-lot parking permit, or 
a reduction on the general 
parking.permit, free riding of 
the Kari-van and free riding of 
the shuttle. 
"You can't eliminate the 
shuttle without f~eling the 
consequences," says Clarke. 
"We'll have to start paying for 
the Kari -van and parking fees -
will increase, I'm not sure Apsey 
and Harcourt realize this." 
Clarke studied her sophomore 
year in Granada, Spain. Last 
semester she wrote for The New 
Harnpshire and was part ~f the 
CLARKE, page 5 
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ON THE SPOT 
· · In what ways has the rain 
and gloomy weather most 
affected you? 
''It just makes me want to 
sleep and eat. It can be 




Hit's bummed me out 
greatly and it's kept me . 
· indoors. I also have to blow · 
my nose alot." 
F. Joseph Gormley 
Freshman 
Political Science 
. fflt makes me extremely 
tired. I've also missed a -




The Student s~nate 
Wants You! 
Student Sen,ate is looking f:~r 25 
·comm·uter senators and 5 Greek 
senators for the 1987-88 
academic year.· 
.. 
Greek senators must reside in a Greek ho.use 
during their term in office. . · No experie.nce necessary. 
Great opportunity for future positions. 
· 'Tve lost my tan and my 




For more information and an 'application come to the s·tudent Senate Office Room 130 MUB 
Application Deadline Monday April 13th at 1 :00 
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Debating Society, and the Com-
mittee on Central America. 
"All three vice presidential 
candidates are members of 
COCA," Clarke says. 
"There are seven different · 
counsels in student senate," says 
Clarke, "and we are required to 
serve on one." Clarke is on two: 
academic affairs and judicial 
policy. "The second · looked 
really interesting," Clarke says, 
"so I decided to take on a second 
one." 
Cla.rke is the only student 
reptesentative on the General 
Education Board, which is com-
prised of all faculty. 
<cominued from page..3) 
Clarke supports students to 
studying abroad, independent 
study and designing one's own 
major. Clarke fought for a year· 
to get her own major: Latin-
Amerucan perspective, a com-
bina_tion of political science, 
~nternation;il economics, Span-
ish and history. "It enables you 
to get what you want from your 
education," Clarke says. 
. Clarke also says nine spots 
tn town government wiII be 
opening up soon. ,;We would 
like to have at least one student 
occupy one of those spots," 
Clarke says. 
Clarke also says she would like 
to see information flow more 
freely from the executives to 
the senators, from the senators 
to the people and the people to 
the senators. · 
A student senate gripe line 
was recently installed to allow 
some of this communication to 
begin, Clarke says. 
"We want to tighten up the 
senate, we want people who are 
willing to work and who want 
to work for student interest, and 
continue to work on strengthen 




•land a good summerjob 
GET· PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT , 
: ~ TEA BARTENDER SCHOOL .IT'S 
EASY AND FUN. TEL (6CX3) 869 - 3718 
~• I · · . IUSTII 
BARTINDII SCBOlf ORWRrrE •ac ILL rm•~L 
TODAY 84 llaln . t-reet · 
NewmarketJ N.B. ~.3857 






Interviews for • Bar Help 
• Waitpersons • Security 
• Bartenders • Office Help 
SAT. &· SUN. APRIL 11&12 
11 to 4 P.M. 
169 Ocean Blvd., Ham19ton Beach 
NO PHONE CALLS 
CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, APRIL 7 
Lacrosse-at Holy Cross 
Chemistry L~ctur~ Series- "Tran~m~tala~ion Re.actions," 
Prof. G. Davies of Northeastern U rnvers1ty. Room 1-103, 
Parsons, 11 a.m. 
Women's Studies Seminar Series-"Art and Society: Women 
Writers and Artists in America-." Carroll/Belknap Room, 
MUB, 12:30-2 p.m. 
Religious Studies Program Lecture-"Fickle Fortune: Jews 
and Chr'is!ians at the Gaming Table," pr,esented by Dr. Dwayne 
Carpenter, Prof of Spanis'Ii at Columbia University. Room 
208, McConnell, 7 p.m. 
Celebrity Series-Beau'x Arts Trio, Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8 
Baseball-at Bowdoin College · 
German Film Series-"Starvation Years: In an Affluent Land," _ 
Room ll0, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.; free. . • -
Faculty Lecture Series- "The New Asia: Challenges and 
Opportunities for America." ~Presented by Bernard Gordon, 
Professor of Political Science. Alumni Center, 8 p.m. 
THURSDAY, APRIL9 
Brown Bag-it in the· Galleries-Concert: Faculty Woodwind 
Quintet, Janet Atherton_, Keith Polk, David and Linda ~eiler 
and Peggy Vagts. Gallenes, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m. . 
Farth Sciences CoIIoquium- "Contaminant Transport an<;!, 
Pispersioii · ~ .... ~ Ground-water Tracer Stngn on 'cape Cod 
by Denms Lt.B1a~ .... ytound;vvater Tr~_c_e.s~ .. ~t~ Lnv1s10,n, Boston, 
MA. Room ll9,James Hall, 4 p.m. · 
MUSO Film-' ~The Wizard of Oz." Strafford Room, MUB, . -
7 and lQ p.m., students $1, general $2. · 
UNH Percussion Ensemble-Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. 
MUB Pub-"Now Sound Express" 9 p.m. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 10 
Balomenos Lecture- "Scientific Computing and Its Impact 
on Education." H.T. Banks of Brown Urnvers-ity. Part of 
a series -of lectures intended for non-specialist. Room 1103, 
Parsons, 4 p.m. · · · ·, 
MUB Pub-Max Creek, 8 p.m. 
CALEN.DAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF .STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on propl:'r '-::-:-ms) 
The New Hampshire (USPS 3 79-280) is pi:1blished and distributed semi- · 
weekly throughout the ·academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
--... 151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. 
Office hours: Monday - F'riday IO am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
. , 2 4. 00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
· check their ads the first dciy. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
·responsible for typograpJ,_11::al or other errors, but will reprint that part 
of an advertisement in which-a. typographical error appears, if notified 
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Jo~rna/ Tribune Biddeford; Maine. . · 
Have your course ... 
and summer too! 
You've had a full 
year. Do youTeally 
want to go to 
summer school? 
You know you 
need to, but what 
you really need is 
a break. You want 
to be with friends. 
soak up some 
rays, and maybe 
take in a few 
sights. 
Since you're going 
tq be in ·the 
greater Portland 
area this summer. 
how about taking 
a class and getting 
that break you 
deserve? This -
summer, try the 
University of 
Southern Maine. 
During the week. 
take that course 
and on the 
weekends enjoy 
the beautiful coast 
of Maine. At USM. 
you can have your 
course and your 
summer too! 
Request your 
1987 Summer Session 
Catalog today 
Contact the Advising and Academic 
Information Office at 780-4408 for 
your copy of the 1987 Summer 
Session schedule. Registration 
· begins March 2 and continues 
through the beginning of each ses-
sion. University of Southern Maine. 
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CAREER 
The foll0wing events are sponsored by Career 
Plannjng and Placement Office: 
ED0CA TION /NON-PROFIT /HUMAN SER-
VICES JOB FAIR: Eighty emplo;yers represented 
at N.H. College on Wednesday, April 8, 10 a.m. 
to 4 p_.m. B,;ing resumes! Complete list_ing of who 
will _be there and ·positions ava-ilable in Room 203, 
SUMMER HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP: Course 
open to s·tudents, faculty, staff, and public. Credit-
ANSC 402 and non-credit-6134-6139. If unable 
to attend sign-up call for more information,' 862-
1171. Monday, AprH 13, Light Horse classroom, . 
. Hu~dleston. 
. ORIENT A TlON FOR JUNIORS: Mandatory for 
those wishing to use services of office next year 
(on campus interviews or credentials files). Graduate 
school preparations and summer jobs/ i'nternships 
will also be addressed. Tuesday, Apri'l 14, Strafford 
Room
1 
MUB, 7~7:45 p.m. . 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Small 
group workshops designed to he.Ip you identify 
skills, interests and goals. Must sign-up in Room 
203 , Huddleston. Wednesday , April -15 and 
Th1:1rsday, April 23, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30- · 
6:30 p.m. . 
GENERAL 
PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Join other non-
trad itional students for an informal pizza lunch 
every Friday, at Underwood House, noon to 1 p.m., 
$1 s-lice. · , 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL-HUMAN 
R IGHTS IN ZAIRE: Learn and discuss human 
rights conditions in Zaire with guest speaker Gilles 
Lecompagnon at the Durham Chapter of Amnesty 
International regular monthly meeting. Tuesday, 
April 7, Room 128, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m. All 
are welcome. 
I 
PARENTS AT UNH SUPPORTING EACH 
(OTHER): PAUSE, an informal discussion group 
for parents (students, staff, faculty). Bring your 
lunch, ideas and concerns about being away from 
your child(ren). Wednesdays, Underwood House, 
noon to 1 p.m. · 
LITTLE ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW: The Little 
Royal Livestock Show is a fitting and showing event 
for students interested in showing a horse, sheep, 
beef or dairy heifer. This year's show will also feature 
a chicken BBQ, sheepdog demo, oxen demo, forestry 
demo, petting zoo and a pie auction. Saturday, April 
11, Livestock Activity Center, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. . 
MUB JOB DAY: P repare now for fall employment 
at the MUB. T hursday, April 23 and Friday, April 
,- 24, Bakqny, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT r 
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDEN T ACTIV-
Horsebarns, 8 a.m. · 
HEALTH 
The following events are being sponsored by Health 
Education Center, Health Servjces: · 
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: .Individ-
uals concerned about their drug use are welcome. 
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m. 
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: 
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug 
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon 
to 1 p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Meeting 
for individuals affected by a parent's problem 
drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30 
p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed 
·meeting for women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. Fridays;-Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. 
SAFE RIDES: A service for -students- that provides 
safe transportation home for drivers under the 
infl.uence of alcohol and/ o r other drugs and/ or 
those riding with t-h-em. Every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Call 862-1414. 
BIR TH CONTROL LECTURE: Final birth control 
le_cture for students wishing to receive contraception 
from Health Services. Wednesday, April 8, Room 
125, Hamilton Smith, noon: Must phone to reserve 
space, 862-1806. 
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU!: 
Overview and discussion of ~tress/stresors and 
their effects on mental/ physical health along with 
various coping skills, strategies and time man -
agement. Thursday, April 9, TASk Center, 12:45-
2 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
N EW TEST AMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING:. 
Tuesdays, Room 103, Morrill, 7-8:30 p.m. 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
IN G: A recently made 20 minute video tape about 
the Contras will be shown followed by an op·en 
discu;5sion group. Also discusses plans fo r up-coming 
actions. Tuesday, April 7, Merrimack Room, MUB, 
6p.m. 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB . (Observe deadlines 
ori proper forms) 
Write new~ forTHE _NEWHAMPSHIREand have your 
namein·print 
UNH Cel.ebrity ~eries presents 
'·'REIGNS SUPREME" New York Times 
8 p.m. Tuesday, April 7 
JOHNSON THEATER, UNH 
Tickets: MUB Ticket Office 
862-2290 Mon-Fri 10 ~.m.-4 p.m. 
. Genera-I Public $12; UNH Faculty/Staff$10 
Seni9r Citizens $9; UNH Students $8 
All tickets at the door $12 
Trio in G major, Haydn; Trio in A minor, Ravel; 
, Trio in E flat major, Op. I 00, Sch 'J!,bert 
RAIN 
. (continued from page 1) 
but there's not much you can 
do about it," Monroe said. 
One Newmarket resident, 
who has lived in the town for 
47 years, said he has never seeri 
anything like the high-water this 
spring. 
"All the ~now melt has gone into 
the ground. There's no where 
for the (rain)water to go," he 
said. " There's just too much 
building going on. They just hot 
top everything. There's 'nothing 
- to hold the water." _ 
Phillip Wilcox of Old Landing 
Road has lived in Durham for 
56 years .. "I never remember 
such continuous rain, and with 
such wind. I never remember 
water standing in the back-yard," 
he said. "But the water is not 
overflowing the banks ( of the 
Oyster River) like I've seen· in 
the past with a windy storm out 
on the ocean." 
Despite the flooding and high 
water, John Gifford of Civil 
Defense Headquarters in Con-
cord said the New Hampshire 
seacoast area "avoided most of 
the misery.',' . \ 
Gifford said heavy rainfall 
over the entire state las·t week 
saturated the ground. Rainfall 
chis week has been heaviest over 
the central _part of the state, 
while the seacoast has gotten 
more sporatic rainfall. Although 
the National Weather Service 
forcasts more rain for today and 
Wednesday, Gifford said nature 
can handle it. ,. 
"We're on the down side of 
the storms," Gifford s•aid. · 
Flood situations 
in local towns 
Heavy rains have•· caused Pepler, reported the Exeter 
water tables and rivers to rise - Emergency Operations Center 
in the seacoast area. Public was opened Sunday night at 9:00 
safew officials in area towns in the pofk e station. The Center 
updated the flood situation in is avail-able for temporary shel-
their towns early this morning. ter for those dis placed by the 
• Newmarket officials have Exeter River. Chief Pepler 
declared the town to be a high reports five roads closed .in 
water flood area, and recom - Exeter. 
mend resi~ents in low-lying • An Epping Police Depart-
areas evacuate to the high ment official said no evacuation 
school. Public school is canceled center is set up, -but Mast and 
ih Newmarket today, Route 108 Birch Streets are closed. 
between Newmarket and Dur- • Durham Fire Department 
-ham, Route 152 ·between New- officials said no evacuation plans 
market and Lee, and Bennett are in effect. Route 108 and 
Road are closed. · Bennett Road are closed. 
• Officer H anson of the Lee • Portsmouth F ire Depart-
Police .Dep a·rtment said ·,no . 1 ment dis patcher reports no 
official evacuation is in place, roads closed, nor evacuation 
but several roads are closed in plans in effect. 
Lee. Tuttle Road, Route 152, • Dover Public Safety Officer 
and Mill Pond Road West are F1anders reported a few flooded 
closed due to the swelling Lam- bas·ements, but no roads are , 
prey River. closed nor evacuation plans in 
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WUNH Marathon underway 
. By Edward L. McKey 
WUNH will be very busy this 
week. · 
They are holding their annual 
marathon in an effort to raise 
$8,000 which is needed for the 
station to maintain the quality 
of sound it has attained. For 
station members, the marathon 
will be a lot of fun with a lot of -
senous ·consequences. 
WUNH -FM (91.3 mhz) is 
currently conducting their An-
nual Fundraising Marathon, 
which began yesterday and 
continues through Sunday, April 
12. It runs during normal weekly 
broadcast hours with the most 
intense portion of the drive 
being .from midnight on Thurs-
day, April 9 until 6 a.m. on 
BILL 
(continued from page 1) 
Studen-ts for the U niver.sity · 
chairperson Liz Gibbs spoke out 
against the bill. "I just don't 
agree with the way this was~ 
handled," she said. "This is 
being brought to us two days 
before the fees have to be 
apprnved," Gibbs said. 
"It was being brought to us 
in a very rushed manner," Gibbs 
said in a later interview. "They 
told us it had . to be passed. It 
was handled in a very unpro-
fessional manner." 
Sunday. This 54-hour period 
will be broken into six-hour 
shifts, each shift being taken 
by a different disc jockey, during 
which he or she will play music 
and request donations. 
During the broadcast, the aim 
of raising $8,000 becomes first 
priority. "Music i-s second (prior-
ity) because without the mara-
thon, we can't have the music," 
said Rick Dube, a WUNH disc · 
jockey. "We want to concentrate, 
on trying to get contributions." 
During the week, there will 
be more special programming 
during the evenings. 
Throughout the week; d.j.s 
will request contributions and 
those who contribute will re -
ceive premiums. For a $5 con-
tribution, one will receive a 
"WUNH" button; for a $10 
contribution, a bumper sticker 
and a button; for $15, a record, 
· a bumper sticker, and a button; 
and for $20, a T -shirt, record, 
bµmper sticker, and a button .. 
Meeting their contribution 
goal is very important. If the 
goal is not met, then cut-backs 
must be made and "one of the 
first places we'd have to cut back 
w~ul? be in music," said Andy 
M1errns, the program director. 
"I cannot stt.ess how important 
it is for the listeners to support 
this station." 
_ · For more information regard-
ing th_e marathon, tune in to 
WUNH- FM or call the station 
office at 862-2541. 
A WUNH employee taking contributions during this week's 
marathon fundraiser. (Craig Pai:ker photo) 
*word Association 
(_603) 659-6447 
Word Processing• r:fYping • Transcription 
:Qurham, New .Hampshire 
"They've been working on 
this ( the Field House renova-
tio-ns) for 10 years. You can't 
tell me they didn't know they 
were going to incur these ad-
ditional expenses." 
Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your 
name in print 
Student Election 
for: 
-Student Body President 
& Vice President 
-Greek Senators 
-Communter Senators 
Polling Places: . 
M UB,, Stoke,, Kingsbury,, 
McConnell,, The Library 
and all 3 Dining Halls 
· When: April 14th Tuesday 
April 15th Wednesday 
lllllll/111111111111111 
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.. 
· Jenkins Court•_868-7031 
·RESUI\IIES 
electronically typed · 
$18.50 includes 
typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, envelopes 
revisi~ns made easily w / our ! y r. memory storage 
Operi 8: 30-5:30, Mon-Fri . 
DIN ING AND ID CARD OFFICES MER_GE & RELOCATE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 9, 1987 
THE UNIVERSITY ID CARD OFFICE 
' (FORMERLY i'N "TH E SERV ICE BUILDI NG.) ,, 
AND 
THE UNIVERSITY DINING ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
(FORMER1LY IN PETTEE HOUSE) 
- MERG~ AND RELOCATE IN THE NEW 
UNIVERSITY DINING OFflCES 
REAR OF STILLINGS HALL . 
OPEN: 8:00-4 : 00 MONDAY "f HROUGH FRIDAY 
TELEPHO NES: DINING 862 - 1821 
ID CA_RDS 862 - 1793 
. · THE DIN ING & ID OFFICE WILL BE CLO SED 
ON MOVING DAY APR IL 8, 198-7 
Cities. 
Oceans. 








TELEPIIOIIE TAPE LIIIE: 
Self-Improvement 
· , Anger Time Management...15 
Self Assertiveness ... 402 
Fighting Constructively ... 5 Building Self Est~emed 
Expressing Negative . 
d Fe r 6 Confidence ... 35 Thoughts an e ings... Standing Up for Yo.urself ... 10 
Dealing with . 
constructive Criticism ... 7 Becoming Independent from 
D I. ·th A a Parents ... 478 
ea ing w, ngeL ·The Value and Use of 
Understanding Jealousy and · , 
. t 9 Self-Talk ... 36 . How to Deal with i ··· · What is Counseling and How 
Depression · to Use it...61 
Dating 
Dating Skills ... 18 
Infatuation or Love ... 70 . 
· Things to Consider in Looking 
for a Mate ... 71 
Types of lntimacy.:.3 
How to Cope with a Broken 
Relationship ... 83 
Physical lntimacy ... 4. 
Health-Related Issues What is Depression ... 431 Learning to Accept Yourself ... 44 
Early sign of an Alco_hol How to Deal with · SexuaUty . · · 
Problem ... 160 
Depression ... 432 Male Sex Roles ... 40 Responsible Decisions about 
How to Deal with Male Homosexuality ... 21 . D · k" 161 
nn 1ng ... . 
Loneliness ... 32 Dealing with lmpotence ... 23 I've been Raped, What 
Depression as a lifestyle ... 433 Timing Problems in Male D ID ? 315 
· , 0 0 . ... 
Stress and An~iety Sexuality ... 24 Dealing with an Alcoholic 
Anxiety and Possible Female Sex Roles ... 39 Parent ... 479 
Ways to Cope with it ... 30 Female Ho·mosexuality ... 20 Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215 
· How to Handle Fears ... 33 Female Orgasm Problems .•. 22 Herpes-symptoms and _ 
Coping-with Stress ... 38 Friendship ·Diagnosis ... 209 
Relaxation Exercises ... 37- Friendship Building ... 1 AIDS-Reducing the Risks ... 225 
Conflict and Mediation ... 312 Helping a Friend ... 90 AIDS-Symptoms and 
Understanding GrieL85 Recognizing Suicidal Diagnosis ... 218 . 
Death and Dying ... 84 . Feeling in Others ... 492 .... . A~quaintance Rape ... 319 
i Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 to 12:00 p:m.·and select the tape you wish to hear. The-tapes-ru~ _about six_ 111i~utes. · . 
If you have any questions when the tape is over, a Cool-Aid member wil l come back on the llrie. Ta_pe !me 1s a se~~ce 
provided by Cool-Aid in conjuction Y1ith Counseling and Testing. Cool-Aid_ is a student funded organization. Our _Hot!lne 
· number is 862-2293. 
T '-· . ' - ,,, ....., r ' ~, 
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, ~•-· ................................................................................................... •~ . 
I : APPLY NOW! 
' . \ 
Job Open.ings for Fall Se /. 
·at the Commuter/Transfe 
*Off Campus Housing Coordinators 
*Transfer Orientation Coordinators 
*Evening Monitors 
*Weekend Mo.nitor _ 
\ . Applicatio.ns and job deSci-iPtions are 
~ · :available at the CTC, Room 136, MUB . . 
.. 
. . 
.~ •- --·· 
. . 
. . 





Application _deadline: May 5 




. . . 
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· LEGAL PROBLEMS? 
We can help ... 
. FREE .· 
: CONSULTATIONS 
• , ' . 
, ~' cr;~1tkv $ ~ $ enau!/, ~~ 
(1J{R/ Uy ~ 
• of~ 
-lAWYE.R'S HOURS: 
er;~ 10 a,n;-1 pnv 
7 -8 :30 {2"V· . 
7-8 :30 pnv 
1-'5 pnv 
<!]>~862-1712 
Where's the party? 
Spring Jubilee '87 
--- ·carnival at UNH to benefit: Multiple Sclerosis . 
Games, Carnival Rides & 
Concessions, Student run booths 
Auction-Sat. 24th · 
Snively Arena Parking'lot 
_April 2·3, 24, 25, 26 
, . . :. J_ .. 
Students wer; asked if they had voted in 
the last student government election held 
in April of 1986. 
DID YOU vqn IN L,AST 511.JDENT GOV"T 









tlDN'r AflWND IHI 
Student Senate 
Pulse survey in 
The student Pulse committee, operating through 
the Division of Student Affairs, conducted a survey_ 
regarding student per"ceptions and expectations 
of the Student Senate . This survey was vo[untary 
and asked questions regarding various policies and 
responsibilities of the senate . 
Presented here are selected sections of the survey. 
Copies of the complete survey are on file at The 
New Hampshire, the Student Senate, and the 
Division of Student Affairs in Huddleston Hall. 
Students were asked to state what they senate's budget is the total am~unt of the 
though the budget is that-the student senate UNH Student Activity Fee. Thus, their budget 
manages.. It is important to note that the is over one million dollars. 
Students were asked to indicate if they felt 
their needs and concerns were adequately 
represented through the student senate. 
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YES DON'T KNOW 
. '. · ____ :_ ·- · ... _,'-·:.: ____ ___ .- .-.-_ ,._:_ ·-·:· :-·:· . __  :■... -,_-_·. ,. __ . ·. 
•~-.=i!i!l!WI!!►. : 
Arms flow undergii'ih~hange 
By Bob Barrett World countries." · availability of~pons from so 
The character and composi- · The Iran-Iraq conflict has also . many sources, "~o~tries mav 
tiori of the ·inte:r:national arms caused an expl6sive growth -in · be more inclined to use· 
flow h.as undergone some im- the illegal selling and trading military options to seek solu-
port;rnt changes in recent years of arms. Klare likened these tions to conflicts." · 
- changes that a Hampshire black and gray markets . to an Professor David Larsen of the 
College professor and interna- · illegal drug ring, b'ut :·only in political science department, 
tional arms expert warn "may · terms of operational dimen- and chairman of the seminar, 
prohibit successful, convern- sions." In fact, said Kl,;tre, they agrees with Klare. 
tional arms control agree- often inv;olve the same people. "Countries will spend any 
ments." "Ablackmarket is a complete- amount to enhance national 
Dr. Mi~hael Klare, director ly clandestine market involving security. I'm skeptical whether 
of _the Five College Program in stolen goods in violation of the you can regulate and control. 
Peace and World Security Stu- law," Klare s-aid. "The United arms," said Larsen, who teaches 
dies, addressed the New Hamp- States Army reports at least $1 courses in American Foreign 
RA-<3E-Eldi:VEN 
shire International Seminar billion a year in lost goods." Policy arid International Law. 
Friday afternoon at the Elliot Black and gray market sales Klare said new proposals are Amnesty International had an informational table located in 
Alumni Center. The event was involve non-weapon products ne~ded to prohibit the traffick- the MUB earlier this
1week. (Stu Evans photo) . 
sponsored by the Center for and dual-use systems, such as ing of conventional arms. Un- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••• 
International Perspectives. _. helicopters, computers and com- fortunately, such cooperation. : fOl · ; .. : ...... ,;;;:;:;;;:.::: :::.>.·.-.... : 
:If ff iil~;if ff iif 1§.i1 · 2;i:!ltilf ::rv~!~~~:;:t~ t~I~~{~~t\~]1[!ii~g1g~ · "~.- ~00?1~-'~o\n~•. : .•.•. i.•.········i .•.•. : ....... :•. i ~.~e·Nth..:_5HPamOt,.prsehire~d_·_~ 
Third World orders for new Kl,ar.e W2.1:'!.7E'd that with the arms. '' {&:'ft ·-
arms has' dropped from a high •••••••••••••••••••••••~-~••-••~•• .. ~-~!••••••••• 
of $43.6 billion in 1982 to ·$29.9· 
bi1lion in 1985. 
"The patterns have been 
established . but a change is 
coming," Klare said. "The patt-
ern is cyclical and is largely due 
to economic stagnation, credit . 
problems, and the saturation 
of Third World arsenals." 
Klare cited a "s teady but 
irreversible decline" of the 
Third World's dependence on 
the "big six" (United States, 
Soviet Union, France, Great 
Britain, West Germany and 
Italy) for conventional weap-
onry. 
"Ninety-one percent of all 
military sales to the Third 
World between 1973 and 1980 
were accounted for by these 
technologically advanced coun-
tries," Klare said, who is also 
· the defense correspondent for 
The Nation . Their total share 
dropped to 75 percent .during 
1981 to 1985. 
Aecom panying this decline 
is the steady growth of military 
sales by "·second-tier" producers, 
including Japan, Canada, coun-
tries in Eastern and Western 
Europe, as well as a number of 
"aggressive new suppliers in 
the Third W odd." Third W odd 
countries such as Brazil, Egypt 
and India hardly figured in the 
standard statistical data on arms 
exports ten years ago, but "today 
they loom as significant factors 
in the international market-
place," Klare said . 
Klare cited the potential of 
the new war trade patter6s and 
their role in the war between 
Iran and Iraq. 
"Both have continued to 
receive some arms and equip-
ment from their' traditional 
suppliers," Klare said. "They 
have become highly dependent 
on imports from their second-
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lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston 
is only $599 round trip! . -
•, Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium. 
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical 
Eurailpasses are available. 
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at onl_y $79 per 
w~ek short term and even lower for long t~rm rentals.* 
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19 
European Countries.** · 
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and 
Frankfurt. 
• We fly from New York,_ Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington 
and Orlando. . . . Ja!lf. · 
ICELANDAIR jla' 
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT. 
• Fare facts: Super Ape" Fare.is valid 611187 thru 9-7187. 7 day minimum/60 day maximum. Payment 14 days prior to departure. Fares subject to 
change. Penalty fo.- :·ancellation , $3 departure tax and $10 U.S. customs/immigration fee. Limited availability, other restrictions may apply. 
* Prices based on ra!e 'Jf exchange 2,11187. ** Reservations subject to availability. Ful! refunds with a 14 day prior cancellation_ 
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,------ f '"'''"' ",,., ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY ----7 . Gordon to speak, 
I ( ~lJ/) scHooL oF MEDICINE 1, on Far East ,, 
I - -, . .4fl1/101ed llmp11a/s tn 1
1 
·· _, · . .· . ·. . ' 
I .,,~-;- GRE"iADA 'ie" \'ork State I. 
I ST. \T,CE'.\T 'ie" Jerse~ 
I 7 b h .... \ . k S L'd . I) l ni!ed Ktint_gdohm II , 
I • Arrron?d l·ehruan 4, 198 y t e .-.ew or . tale r, .ucatwn epart men or t e 
I 
pmpme of conducting a clinical derkship program in New York teaching hospitab. I 
• St c ·,t'Ofl!.e's received a ,imilar approval .in 1985 from rhe 'iew Jersey Board of 
I \1 edk al i :xaminers; thi~ establi~hes\t. George\ a, the only foreign medical schoo l I · 
I with ;mtruction in Engli,h tha t has st ate-approved campuse~ in hoth New York I 
I and :\ew Jersev. I • ()\t~r 700 stud~nt, ha\e transferred to U.S. medi~a l ,d~ool,. St. Cieorge\ ha, I . 
I graduated over 1.000 phy~ic1a m: I 
I They are JiL,enseJ in 39 ,tate,; I 














s-25°·o)ha\e b,· ·n Chief I 
Resident s in 11 . · osprta s (acrnr 1ng to a sun·ey . . 
I
. . St. George's is entering it, ,econd Jecade of.medical education. In th e- f ;, decade, I 
we were cited by The Jou rnal of the American Medical ,:\ssociat io n Ua ii ,,, , y 1985) ' 
I a-, rank ing n_umber one of di major foreig rt' medical schools in rhc initial pa,s rate .I 
I · ,r, the ECFMG exam. I . 
I • .x George's is one of the few fore ;. 11 medical schools whose studen1-. qual ify for I 
Guaranteed Student L'.)ans . Our students also qualify for the PLUS ALAS loans · I 
I ar, -J uAder certain conditions, VA loans. St. George's g-rants a !imited number of 
I ;.. ,:r , and scholarships to entering students. I 
I ; ,1r 1nformarion St . Georgt''s University School o f Medicim / 3 51 I 
. 1 · µ_lease cdnlac/ c/o The l-'oreign Medical School Services , ·,,rporation I 
I rhe Office of One East Main Strt'et • Ba~ Shore. '.'liew fork 11706 I 
Admissions (5 16) 665-8500 I L----.-,,.-_,._,..._ __________________________ _,_-___ _ 
12 Jenkins . Court 
By Edward L. McK ey 
There has been a lo t o f 
de~elopment in East Asia. Areas 
which once were considered 
poor have in recent year~ deve- .. 
loped a far higher quality of 
living. Many countries 'possess 
great economic potential. Pro-
Ame rican attitudes · are every-
where. But how well are Amer-
icans aware of all th is? 
On Wednesday, April 8, Pro-
fessor of Political Science Ber-
nard Gordon will speak ofi "The 
New Asi_a: ChaUenges and Op-
portunities for America." His 
lecture will be the third in a four-
part lecture series entitled The 
Far East: Our Near Neighbor 
and will be held at 8:00pm in 
the Elliott Alumni Center. · 
Prof. Gordon's lectu're w ill 
examine the opportun'iries and 
risks of U .~. economic invol-
We Deliver 





11 ..... -1 ..... ···-·· j 
--••••••,l'••••••.-••••••••,l'••••••--••••••••••,?••••••,l',l'•••••••••--•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,r••••••••,l',l'.-••••••••••,l',l'a•••--••••,l'•--•••--••••••••••••,l',l' , 
vement ·in the Pacific area. "rhe 
· same countries wh ich fi ftee n 
years· a'go we re among the 
. poorest in the world have deve-
loped strong governments, rel-
atively high per capita incomes, 
and are economically prosper-
ous. "But,'' said Gordon, "Amer-
icans are looking at the Asians 
as economic enemies when 
actually they are the biggest 
importers of U.S.-made goods." 
Such prosperity is good fo r 
the U.S. because it offers the 
U.S. an economic market alter-
native to, for instance, Europe, 
whe re pro-American feel.ings 
. are not as prominent. Asia is 
now just what America wanted 
it to become :.. free, independent, 
thriving, and turning towards 
Ameri-ca. "Unfortunately," said 
Gordon, "we might not be aware 
of these opportunities." 
· -oEAD HEAD-: 
(continued from page 2) 
H e compared this harmon- . 
ious life to the enviable lifestyles 
of American Indians and Tibe-
. tan Monks. He -likes these two 
cultures, because both we re 
living with nature fa ther than' 
against it as modern man is. 
H e .said the D ead's song 
"Sugar Magnolia" is an example. 
of living in harmony. The song 
is about love, he said, but added, 
"It's a superficial prete nse_ 
- towards a g irl, bu t a lso to 
nature." 
The song really· i's a _d assi c 
rock and roll song, which makes < 
one want to get up and dance. · 
Thankfully the song has not 
been lost like other musicians' 
classics, such .as Ben E. K ing's 
"Stand By Me." , ' 
The Dead's song ,and the 
band's survival ate a testimonial 
to the dogmatism of the band's 
follower:;. · Since there · seems to 
· be plenty of replacements· for 
· retiring Dead Heads, they will 
last as long as the band does. 
The question is how long the 
band can. ' · 
JERRY GARCIA 
Exerci~e your ~ind ; 
in the Forum · 
/ 
' J I I J I ( . : r ' t' ~-
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$2·o~oc;z· ..... · .. ~-----~-$2;.o~ 
DOYOUNEEDSOM 
SPENDING MONEYl 
Subjects needed for study -
· on-law an,d behavior. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
W.e will . pay you $20.00for you,r -
participation. The only restriction 
is -that -you must live ON CAMPUS. 
/ Please come to Room 101 in Conant 
· Hall Tomorrow: 
· Wednesday, April 8 
7:30p.m. 
questions· concerning this 
your participation in it, please 
r. Ellen Cohn at Ext. 3197. 
. ~ 






. . ~ 
Apply for the Student Activity Fee-
Counci'I Chairperson position today. 
- Applications in Rm. 134, MUB 





Drug Awareness Exhibits 
. .Monday. April 6 Std lings D1n1ng Hali 
Tue·sday.- April , Huddleston Dining Hall 
Thursday. April 9 Memorial Union Building 
Friday: April 10 _ Ptiilbrook Dining Hall 
11 00 AM - 1:00 PM 
1030 AM - 2:00 PM 
10 00 AM- 2 00 PM 
1100 AM - 1:00 PM 
,:;,·: '. •' 
t \1 ·.:: 
\\ Y1 
'Movie: The Rose 
Tuesday. April 7. Strafford Room. MUS 
7-and 9:30 PM 1 
sponsored by MUSO . 
Bridging the Gap: Assisting Drug-Troubled Students 
' A symposium for students. faculty and staff-
\ ! Wednesday. April 8. 9 AM - 3 PM 
\ Hillsborou9h Sullivan Room. MUB 
Resident Hall Bulletin Board Contest Judging 
Tuesday. April 4. 4-6 PM 
Quiet Riot (A comedy mime team) 
Sunday. April 12. 7 PM. Field House 
Sponsored by the Alcohol Advisory Committee. bean_ of Sti'.idents Office 9nd Health Services. University of New Hampshire 




-------: POSITIONS AV AllABLE---
- -
One Editor-in.:.Chief 
One Managing Editor . -
.. 
Two News Editors 
One Photo Editor 
One News· Brief Edit'or 
One On The Spot Editor 
L.......JI__,,...,,... II are compensated position 
top by Room 151 in the MU 
~--- d fill out an application NO 
l 
. , . . 
• · Deadline is ·rues,day,, April 7 · * 
./ 
I 
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Durham, N.H. 03824 ,· 868-5634 
Hours: M-W,F 9-5 Thurs. 9-6:30 
Sat. 9-5 Sun 12-4 
April 1987 SALE 
(price: reg/ sale)) 
Look Sport Pedal $79.95 
Look Competition Pedal $109.95 
Mavic Look Pedal $99.95 
Bell Windjammer Helmet $29.99 
Monarch 290.4 Helmets $50/34.95 
Cannondale Touring Shoes $40/$19.99 
Detto Pietro Racing Cleats $37/$29.95 
Trainina Jackets $79 95/$39.93 
.· . Trek 760 Racing Frame R531 $349.95 
Exercyles, Windtrainers & 
Rollers 
Vetta Windtrainer $89/$69.95 
Monarch 888 Suoersturdy $289/$199 
· Cannondale Clothing 
Polypro_ Tights $49/$29.99 
-Lycra With Piping $39/$24.99 
-Lycra Color Stripe $39/$28.99 
Wool Jacket Nylon Front $69/$39.95 
Booties Neoprene and Thinsulate $14-$29 
1986 Bicycles . 
Nishiki Sport $279/$249.95 




s·R 400 $469/$438.95 
Spring Tuneups 
Major Overhaul & Cleaning $175. 95 
Regular Overhaul $75.95 




Fuji Del Rey 25" $310/$279.95 
Bianchi 21" $299/$259.95 
L. Unique 23" $325/$299.95 
Schwinns (Many) $30-$200 
1984 Nishiki International 23" $300/$249 
. 23" Austro-Saimler $310/$239.95 
Cyclepro Mountain $325/$289.95 
Sears Mountain 21" $129/$99.95 
6th Annual 5-Mile Road Race 
Sunday, April 12, 1:00, 
Butterfield Gym, Dover 
•Free t-shirts to first 175 eritries 
• Prizes for 1st and 2nd place in 14 
categories 
• Post-Race Party at ''The Works" 
• Entry fee $5.00 Pre, $6.00 day of race 
• Entry forms mailed on request 
RED'S _ 0~:SffOE 
. "\
0
-· · ·BARN 
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_;-sH01=1 . 
-,- STREET, PORTS .. 
( TAN BED 10 VISn'S ONLY $35.00 > 
We ha~e moved-please note our new address · 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totu • BasebaH Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plu• Hundred•-of Specialty Advertisl119 Item• 
In-House Art Dept 
603/431-8319 
Autumn Pond Park,_Rte. 101. • Portsmouth . N H 
. . 
" ~ WE SAY YES 
TO GRADUATE NURSES 
Come join tlw inn0\·,1ti\'l' nursi•ig st,1ff i11 our 
295-Jwd hospit,11. Pr,1diCL' prim.iry nur"sii1g in ,lll 
l'nvironnwnt vvhich is supported by ,rn ,1dv,111cl'd 
computl'riZL'd nursing s~·slL'lll. 
We offer an individualized orientation program 
with clinical guidance by an RN preceptor. At , 
Concord Hospital, yoµ will also find a competitive 
salary~ excellent benefits and a pleasant working 
environment. For information or application 
contact: Personri'el Services, Concord Hospit.al, 
250 Pleasant Street., Concord, NH 03301, 
225-2711, e?(t. 3700. 
1\11 1·qu,1·1 llppt>rlunit\" . l'111plnn·r 
---------------· 
· 0pH_l2-·1111dm,llt, 'Iii 2 p.111. l'llun., Fri. & kt. 801040787 




IN YOUR HALL!!! 
-For specific information about . 
.. -the in-hall room draw process 
for your HaJI, refer to signs 









to share your perceptions of the 
-UNH 
GREEK SYSTEM 
With them Sunday April 12,"1987 at' the 
Student Senate Meeting 
6 p.m.-McConne/1 Hall-Rm. 212 
Presentation & Discussion Session 
Greeks &_ Nongreeks enc~uraged to 
attend 
. PAGE SIXTEEN THE NEW. HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1987 
Surf's up· in 
The New Hampshire photos by Frank Moore, Stu Evans, and 
Craig Parker. 
Seacoast 
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:**********'***.*********** ****************• .. \. J : -i · -- o a 
.. ~ * 
We all have times when life brings us trouble 
We feel sad, ~ 
.. ~--.. * : r l : 
£ Interested in justice, law, and main-! 
: taining a safe university environ-: .. * 
We feel mad, 
or angry, crossed, 
depressed or perplexea ... 
And we don't know where to_ turn ... 
And only if we could talk to someone. · 
· Someone who listens, : ment? : .. * .. - * - · someone who cares. Someone our own age who can relat_e I Join the UNH Judicial? .. * : System! - ? .. * .. - * .. * t Applications are available now for: : .. , * -: University Judicial Board . ' ! .. * : University Appeals Board t 
£ Associate Judicial Board i 
: -Student Adviser Program : .. * / .. * .. * .. * t Pick up applications in the Student Affairs_ : _ 
: Allied Programs Office ( on the Fairchild side : 
! . of Huddleston Hall) : .. * .. * £ Applications are due on April 17 } 
.. * : -Questions? Contact Terry Ollila or Bill Thompson, : 
: Judicial Coordinators, _at 862-3494 : ~._ _______ ____ ..... ~~~~-
......................................... ... ¥: .................... ............. . 
. ', .,_ '-. . . ~ ', _.r,' - J -~ • 
to the problems t:hat affect us all 
· from time to time..:. 
Well wouldn't vou know? _ 






,Wt ~---Wt ~ ~--
-----~-~------------------~-------------------------------------SAMPLE SOME FREE GRUI) AT THE MUB!!!! 
-APRIL 13th-17th , 
12 noon to 1 in the MUB PUB 
MONDAY-Hot Fresh super pr~tzels and homerl)ade bagel chips _ 
TUESDAY-Bagels w·ith delicious toppings -
-
WEDNESDAY-Fried mozarella sticks and pizza 
. - ' \ ' 
THURSDAY-"Baked stuffed potatoes with broccolli and cheese or bacon and cheese 
FRI DAY-Distinctive pasta salads_ 
----------------------------------------------------------------. -
Try som.e n_ew food items at the M UB, fill out a brief survey, 
and rece·ive a 1ree cole! Wh-at a bargain!! Swing by the M UB 
and check 'it out. .. 
DO,N1 T FORGET TO STOP BY FOR LUNCH AT THE MUB.-
A_L WAYS SOMETHING . DIFFERE'NT AND· WORTH TRYING! 
---------------------------------------~------------------------,\ ~ ~ l'r, - ... ,, . 0 • , • °i41:> l 
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Editorial 
Senate under the gun 
- The -student senate and the student 
population in general fell victim to what 
could be termed as "shotgun politics"at 
the .last student senate meeting. 
The senate was forced to approve a bill ' 
requiring students to fun~ $ 1.5 million of 
the $5.3 million Field House renovation 
project. Students can expect to pay som@-
where between $10 to a maximum of. $15 
every year for the next 10 to 15 years, in · 
addition to the regular Recreational Sports 
Fee. This does not seem like a- large amount 
in itself, but added to the fact that students 
are already footing a part of the bill for 
Mu·B renovations as well as a fee for the 
building of th~ new health center, it is a 
large amount of money to pay. 
In short, students are being asked to pay 
for what is supposed to be given to them. 
The o'riginal plan for renovations was priced 
at $3.8 million, but during the last year, 
$ 1.5 million has cropped up. This is not 
an uncommon occurence, having the cost · 
of such expensive and complicated ren- _ 
ovations rise. . · 
But what is questionable and at di e same 
time ·disappointing is the fact that no one 
seemed to know that an additional $ 1.5 
million ·was needed. The state House of 
Representatives did not seem to know -
on Thursday they passed a $3.8 million 
dollar allocation for the renovations. When 
approached by a student senator, one 
member of the House said he had no idea 
the project needed more money. The student 
senate did not seem to know about the need 
until it was brought up Sunday,night. 
The student senate was also pressed for 
ti1)1e. The bill had to be passed that night, 
because the USNH Board of Trustees will 
be approving the ceiling for student fees 
on Wednesday. With more time to consider 
the bill, the senate may have voted differ-
ently, saving the students money. . 
The senate also had to deal with the fact 
that if they refused to fund part of the 
project, then the project would have been 
called off, at least in part. If the st~dent 
senate refuses to raise the fee, they were 
told Sunday night, then the students do 
not get a new gymnasium. 
The need for Field House renovations 
is great, but it should not be the respon-
sibility of the students to finance any part 
. ,.. 
Blood· 
for the people of our state-many 
of whom may owe you their very 
lives! 
To the Editor-: 
of these renovations. Students are already 
paying for the health center and part of 
· the MUB. This is at the very least an 
equitable contribution to building on 
campus, considering that students already 
pay the ,highest in-state tuition in the 
country. Also·, it is clear that the rise in 
the cost of the renovations is a mistake 
on someone's part. If a request for $3.8 
million was sent to the state legislature 
when $5.3 million was actually needed, why 
should the students be forced to make up 
the difference? 
The student senate should have voted 
down the bill. It would have saved the 
students money and forced the adminis-
traion to find _other available funding. Bur 
most importantly it would have sent a 
message to the U nive"rsity administration, 
telling them that the students can only 
afford to pay so much. · 
The Field House renovations. are some-
thing everybody wants, and something 
everyone deserves. But they are not some-
thing students should have to pay for -under 
any circumstances: ' . ,, 
Bush choice, it is cle
ar to all ot us that 
you have invited Bush to advance 
-his presidential bid. He will be your 
guest and not ours. 
The last blood drive of the UNH 
academic year will soon be held by 
Durham Red Cross and will be a 
jubilee · of spring to honor donors 
Proudly, 
Jarry Stearns 
Durham Red Cross 
Blood Chair 
was proven that people who know 
the least about gays are the most 
apt to ha_rbor animosity toward 
them. Essentially, the study con-
cluded, homophobia (or, the fear 
or hatred of gays) is not a product 
of an education, but the consequence 
of ignorance. 
To the Editor: 
Peter Speigal 
Senior 
· and volunteers in the program. 
In 1951, the Vermont/New 
Hampshire Red Cross Blood Ser-
vices came to Durham and UNH 
and started a wonderful tradit-ion 
which has grown and grown over 
the years. At this first visit, a 
promise of leadership for this small 
chapter occurred and ,in 1987 the 
growth ot this promise will be cause 
for celebration. 
Sometime during the week of 
Monday, April 20th through Friday, 
April 24th from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
at your MUB, Red Cross will collect 
the 90,000th pint donated since the 
birth <;>f the promise of 1951. 
_ Many donors have made this 
achievement possible, but while 
faculty and staff participate, eve-
ryone involved agrees that you-the 
student body-over many decades, 
have been a most concerned and 
caring group. 
Drives in Durham began on a 
small scale but grew and grew until 
it seems appropriate that our theme 
at this time be entitled "You've 
Come a Long Way, Baby!" 
I, as your chairman for many, 
many years, am most proud of you 
and your predee:;tssors who have 
given so much of yourselves! I 
appeal to the new donors to donate 
. s_ide by side with you and make this 
· Jubil~ a .r~.al salute to your efforts. 
And ~o you who have dorle'so much · 
Fest To combat this ignorance and its results, the Campus Gay and Les-
bian Alliance of the University of 
New Hampshire has assembled a 
To the Editor: seri_es of thirteen lectures, films , 
According to the most· reliable debates and workshops and a play · 
figures, at least ten percent of all designed to educate the University 
humans are gay. That is, in the and the community at large on some 
world today there live more than of the issues pertinent to the lives 
one-quarter of a billion lesbians of lesbians and gay men. The series, 
and gay men . Of this number, called Gay and Lesbian Cultural 
twenty-'five million are Americans, Awareness Fest is to take place 
about 95,000 of whom are citizens April 12-20 and on April 26 at 
of New Hampshire. , UNH. The purpose of the Fest is 
Like other minority groups, gays not to act as the definitive account-
have contributed and continue to ing of specific social, psychological 
contribute greatly to the develop- and political issues, but to serve 
ment of society. One need only as a general introduction to them. 
consider the fact that Plato, Aris- Everybody i~ invited and encour-
totle, Leonardo da Vinci, Miehe- aged to attend. The programs are 
langelo, Gertrude Stein, and count- varied in focus and designed to allow 
less others were gay to understand any person in attendance to voice 
this point. Yet, also like other her/his questions and opinions. The 
minorities, lesbians and gay men aim of each event is not to convince 
are frequently misunderstood by people of the "correctne'ss" of a 
the majority of people around them. particular way of thought; rather, 
In spite of their merits, gays have it is· to bring into the open iss-ues 
been ridiculed and persecuted in and feelings that are all too often 
the West at different points in . neglected and ignored. 
history. Today we-you and I-stand All events are free, open to 
at one of these points. students and non-students, and are 
Recent studies in the United wheelchair accessible. For further 
States, Canada and Europe have information, please call (603) 862-
shown that discrimination and 1008 between noon .and 3:00 p.m. 
violence against gays have increased Monday through Friday. We look . 
greatly dur_ing the past five years. forward to your attendance. 
In a 19,86 ~tudy condu<,:ted at the Jim Kiely 
University of New Hampshire, it Campus Gay and ,LesbianAltiance 
An open letter to Pres. Haaland: 
, The choice of George Bush as our 
graduation speaker is appalling. 
Whatever the rationale for that 
The Nnr Hampshire 
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University Forum 
We won't get fooled again 
On Wednesday, April 1, I cried, Painted on my These four lines are from a dance we pertormed . 
cheek was a large black teardrop symbolizing my in the MUB later. It is a powerful presentation " . 
unhappiness. The sorrow is caused by a nation, as it 'places responsibility on the audience . The 
the USA. The US government has foreign policies responsibility is to "believe in your power to make 
that I oppose. I disagree with the wars in Central a difference." While some scoffed at our movements, 
America and the Middle East and with the arms · .others were truly captivated. The seriousness of 
escalation. our words, " ... with weapons in space, an attack 
On Wednesday, the UNH campus was disrupted might be carried out in seconds .. :," made most 
from its sleepy ignorance by a group of students. onlookers stop and listen. The dance is different 
Most of the students are members of the Coalition in that it had a strong peace .message presented 
for Disarmament and ·Peace (CDP) as I am, but in a slow motion style. 
some students were involved because they care. Another powerful message, yet not so slow, is 
There_ were activities held all day; informative a die-in. This is a skit to show whadanding missile 
speakers lecctured on issues from nuclear war to would do to people. The skit starts off innocently, 
homosexuality, students sold bracelets and painted showing everyday people doing everyday things 
symbols on smooth .cheeks, films were shown such as walking and whistling. Suddenly one person 
continuously on tables in the MUB full of protest cries out that she sees missiles. There is chaos. People 
pins, stickers _and information. My day was focused run around frantically, realizing they are about 
on a particular activity-Guerrilla Theatre. I have to die in seconds and there is nothing to reverse 
been friends with the theatre for a while but I never this. A cou~tdown is shouted and upon reaching 
used it for political issues: "one," everyone jumps or twirls in the air to show · 
At 9:00 a.m. my guerrilla theatre ·members and the ex:plosion. Then, dropping to the floor groaning, 
I, dressed quite strangely, burst into a zoology class. the bodies become still and quiet. This clearly shows 
Holding up signs, we told the class that, "nucle.1,r that no one could possibly survive a blast of this 
war is bad for fertilization, children, sex" and other proportion. Even though it was acting, I felt myself 
aspects of life. Then, in unison we shouted, "Nuclear lost in the confusion and became terrified at the 
war is good for n9thing!" While making our exit, possibility of this occurance. Hopefully, the 
we were warmed by cheers. Noting the success we spectators were as scared as I was. 
decided to visit more classes with our message. The rally at noon was v.ery successful. People 
Building after buiding was blessed by our · members. dared to stand in the freezing rain to listen to John 
There was the-American Flag, fondly known as Bare, from the organization Beyond War. He ·· 
Flo, two peace signs dressed as Michelle and Jenna, demonstrated the grimness of the nuclear situation 
Doug the Indian, Carole the sad clown, myself and by using beans. One bean represents the nuclear 
- our true roving reporter, Cindy. Oth@rs met Robin, weapons of World War II. He threw it into a metal 
the radioactive carrot, Mary and Kristen. pot. We listened to its tiny plink as the bean hit 
"We're told that there is no time." the side. To show how_the arms have increased, 
"No time to find peace in Central America." he picked up a bucket of beans. To achieve the full 
''No time to find peace in the Middle East." effect, we ~iere asked to close our eyes and only 
"No time to negotiate arms limitations." use our ears. Slowly, the beans started flowing. 
. By Adrianna Tompkins . 
At least a hundred beans fell into the pot. As he 
: poured, my heart dropped to my nauseous stomach. 
I m_entalty begged the beans to stop but they didn't. 
Thrnk of the destruction of Hiroshima. Magnify 
it hundreds of times. We have enough weapons 
to explode the Earth many, many times over. 
Somehow though, this just isn't enough for our 
goverrfmen.t. 
Our final theatrical performances were centered 
,_ around ROTC. We sang 'a song in the militaristic 
fashion, "sound off-one, two-Sound off-three four-
bring it on down-one, two, three, four, NO MORE 
WORLD WAR!" The lyrics are forceful in their 
content and our voices were told. to get lost and 
calle? "a bunc_h of freaks." To me, preparing for 
war 1s more bizarre than protesting war. We left, 
however, as unfortunately, neither side was listening 
to th,e other. Later we were in the Granite State 
Rooin where ROTC planned drill competition. After 
singing the military song again and marching our 
saying, "We are the future, not the bomb!" ROTC 
canceled _the meeting. ~ heard that ROT,C me~bers 
stood together discussing our 'actions. I'm glad they 
took the protest so well. I hope the others in the 
building took time to seriously think about wha·t 
we did. · 
Although the UNH DAY OF ACTION took place 
on April Fool's Day, the threat of nuclear war is 
no joke. Facts and statistics prove that we are heading 
rapidly into WW III. ·There are troops and 
submarines stationed and ready for fighting. Please, 
if the world is at all important to you, DO 
SOMETHING!! Write the President, join an 
organization like CDP or just make yourself aware 
to the issues of the day . We all h.1,ve to make a 
determined effort to stop the arms race before it 
is too late. Life is much too precious to waste on 
the insane war 'games of fools. 
Adrian'na Tompkins i~ a freshman liberal arts m:1jor 
- It is that time of year again 
By David P. Holmes - . . _ . 
We are seeing a pretty good numoer ur sopho- ' 
mores these last few weeks who are wrestling with 
the issue of "In what academic field should I major?" 
After talking to one of these anxious students it 
quickly becomes apparent that the real is~ue that 
many of these students are presenting to themselves 
is: "The major that I elect will dictate the career 
that I will enter. Therefore, I have to decide my 
whole life right now." 
Rath~r than creating unnecessary anxiety over 
this issue, ask yourself, "What do I want to learn? 
I'm at a university - a great pl_ace to learn; what 
seems interesting to me just for its own sake?" 
When it comes time to look for a job in two years 
you'll be· asked why you majored in your field and 
you'll be expected to make a logical and thoughtful 
answer. More importantly to a potential employer, 
however, you'll be ~xpeci:ed to m_ake connections 
between your academic background and the career 
in which you are interested. 
I seems to _me that many students are into the 
mentality of "buying a career," a sort of ·:if I major 
in X what does that buy or entitle me (or in the 
case of the overly anxious student-"in what career 
does that trap me"). No one will hire you just because 
you went to UNH or majored in X, Y or Z. He/ she 
wilf hire you because you can demonstrate that you . 
possess a certain body of skills developed and 
enhanced by your UNH experience (e.g. computer 
science skills, life science skills, liberal arts skills, 
communications, ability to think critically and 
analytically and interpersonal relations skills) etc. 
and can persuade him/her that you are seriously 
interested in that particular career field. _ 
My advice to you anxious folks then is: identify 
for yourself the skills that you already have or want 
to develop apd let that be your guide in deciding 
a major. Don't let yourself be caught in the trap 
of trying to buy a career or feel doomed to a particular 
career field for the rest of your life. Statistics back 
this up and if you look around, so will your 
observations. I'd also consider augmenting your 
curriculum (if it's not part of it already) .with 
experiences that will help you make good career 
decisions and act as a transition from academia 
to that world of work. Senior projects, field 
experiences and internships are examples of what 
I mean. After that - relax and enjoy your studies! 
David Holmes 1s the Director of C.1reer Pl.mning and 
,P/acernen.t ---- ·_ - . ,,, . , · · -4.,~" - ,, ·. 0~ 0 ... " , :,._ .... , . • : , .. _ 
Sophomores are choosing a 
major and ~orrying about it 
• 1 .. r , ,... ·, ~ ◄ , r·-- .. , r , \ -
-',-1.:-, .11-•vt J.1,1 
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I Paid Position Available I 
I · I I 1987-88 Academic Year I 
! Judicial Coordinator ! 
~ . . ' - ~· I DUTIES: .. · . · . .• · · 1 
I Coordinating hearing, planning and implement- 1 ·
~ ing training sessions for board members, hal'I . ~ I staff and faculty and counseling students. · I 
. ! APPLICATIONS: . ! 
· I Can be picked up in ihe Student Affairs Allied I 
~ Programs Office, Huddleston Hall. · ~ 
I DEADLINE:- I ! - ' . . ! 
i Monday, April 13, 1987 ·· ,,::==.====-. i 
I ~ I 
I ~~;-;_;-__-~~~~ I 
I ~~ I 
l '--=== I I For Additional Information contact: I 
I Bill Thompson or Terry Ollila I 
~ 862-3228 ~ · I · Judicial Affairs Office I 
l. .................................................. ~ ..................................................................................... J 
TWO W-ALKS AT ONCE! · 
8th Annual Durham-UNH 
~.--...--.---ol!IACROP Walk for Hunger 
aids relief, self-help and development 
projects ·in _over 50 countries 
through Church World Service, an 
international and ecumenical agency 
WALK IN PEA_CE 
· A nationwide campaign to 
raise 1 _ million dollars to 
rehabilitate the 2,000 amputees 
who have been victims ·of 
· the contra war in 
Nicaragua 
SUNDAY, APRIL 12 
_ 1:00 p.m. 
East-West Park 
Cosponsors: UNH Chaplains Association 
UNH Committee on Central America 
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Neil and the MUB Pub Masher 
By Jim Carroll 
"The Nightlifes are a six man 
rhythm and blues revue with 
a little swing and a lot of soul." 
This sentence from Neil and 
the Nightlifes' press informa-
tion is pretty accurate. 
They are composed of six 
men: guitarist Lex Ramone, 
saxophonist Joe Riillo, -key-
boardist Mike DeValliere, bas-
sist John Ross, drummer Mike 
Yelle, and front.man Neil Ein-
stein. They are all older than 
most of the rock and roll per-
formers playing full time in the 
area, but they are by no means 
old men. They love the music 
they play. 
They play rhythm and blu.es. 
Most people who advertise for 
a Neil and' the Nightlifes show 
find it easiest to compare them 
to the other rhythm and blues 
revue, the Blues Brothers, a fact 
that prompts mixed reactions 
from the band. The Blues Broth-
ers were a band of fantastic 
musicians playing equally good · 
music, so the comparison is 
somewhat flattering . Besides,. 
Neil loo~s like John Belushi in 
the band's promotional photo. 
They do it their own way. 
The band cries very hard to 
add that little bit of swing. They 
have gone through a whole slew 
of drummers. They presently 
use two drummers: Mike Yelle, 
a student at the Berklee school 
of music who can't always make 
it, and Jamie Decato, the 
drummer who travels with the 
bani Mike already has the -
swing and Jamie is learning. 
Neil Einstein is a former 
drummer who expects a lot from 
the rhythm section. So the band 
has gone through a lot of 
drummers. 
The soul part is easy. Accord-
ing to Chuck Chaplin, keyboard-
ist with Ben Baldwin <;tnd the 
Big Note, Neil lives on a diet 
of Nyquill and Bosco. That's 
soul, if not sickening. Guitarist 
Lex Ramone is apt to disappear 
for.short periods of time, emerg-
ing just in time for the gigs . 
When he does show up he sings 
Van Morrison better than Van 
Morrison. They like and live the 
music they play. Mike Yelle, John ~oss, Neil, Mike DeValliere 
and Lex Ramone with Joe Riillo in the foreground. 
(Nightlifes photo) 
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The band does_n't like the 
comparison because they have 
an identity of their own. They 
play "Take Five" by Dave Bru-
beck as well as the obligatory 
Booker T. and the MGs' "Green 
Onion-s,. " They do a bunch of 
songs by · Van Morrison, and 
they also do some James Brown. 
That is the Rhythm and Blues. 
Neil a11;d the Nightlifes wiH 
be playing in the MUB pub on 
Thursday April 16. If they sound 
weird by my description, they're 
not, they' re nice people. They 
play good music and they like 
Becks Beer. A couple of them 
have kids, and a couple of them 
don't. They don't hit audiences 
over the heads with overbearing 
attitudes or blearing white 
noise, they just play music and 
people dan~e a lot. 




The Del Fuegos 
Stand Up . · ' Despite the guidance of produc-
er/ keyboardist Mitchell Froom, 
Warner Brothers Records however, the rest of the album 
By Jim Sullivan suffered from a case of the 
With their first album, "The sophomore jinx. · 
Longest Day," the Del Euegos On their third· release, en-
showed great promise as a no- · titled "Stand Up," the Del 
frills garage band with a sharp, · Fuegos have expanded their 
raspy sound. Comparisons to · sound with the use of female 
the earlier Rolling Stones and vocalists, additional percussio.n, 
a surprise hit with the quirky and a group of musicians known 
"Backseat Nothing" brought as the Heart Attack Horns. The 
national attention to these result? The self-proclaimed 
Concord, N .H . natives. Their "rock's ugliest band" records 
widely anticipated follow-up, some pretty ugly music. These 
"Boston, Mass.," produced two , guys got their break by employ-
radio favorites, "Don't Run ing the classic four-piece 
Wild" and "I Still Want Yon." formula- -guitars, bass, drums-
.Reviewed 
-but their new album features 
no less· than twelve outsiders. 
In their TV commercial for 
Miller beer, Dan Zanes made 
the comment that . "folk music 
is music for folks." Well, the 
band evidently has given up on 
that idea. · · 
Tom Petty's guest vocals on. 
"I Can't Take This Place" is no 
coincidence; the Del Fuegos' 
artistie-diversion here closely 
parallds Petty's recent a'ddition 
of horns and backup singers to 
the Heartbreakers on such tunes 
as "Make ~t Better (Forget 
About Me)" and "It Ain't No-
thin' to Me." ' · 
But the Fuegos have lost their 
fire. The new songs are for the 
most part plodding. I can't 
imagine bassist Tom Lloyd's 
head bobbing spastically as it 
has during live performances 
of earlier material. Dan Zanes' 
gruff vocals, once pleasantly· 
individual, have become over-
bearing, filled with scowls and 
yelps. Woody Greissmann's 
drums are plain, and the best 
guitar work is done by session · 
man James Ralston. 
The album has. a few bright 
spots, if you look closely enough. · 
"Long Slide (for an Out)" has 
received some airplay, and it 
makes the most successful tran-
sit ion from old Del Fuegos to 
new. Muted guitars and rim-
shots characteristic of the band's 
sound mix well with stretches 
of bl~ring brass. 
"Name Names" and "News-
from Nowhere" may 
1
be the 
DEL, page 22 
Siouxsie and Th,e Banshees 
Through The Looking Glass 
Geff en Records 
By Arthur Lizie~ · 
"Even the greatest stars fix 
their face in the looking glass." 
sings Siouxsie Sioux on Kraft-
werk's "Hall Of Mirrors ." On 
Through The Looking Glass, _ 
Siouxsi-e and The Banshees 
attempt to fix their musical faces 
on ten cover tunes designed to 
define and recap their swirling 
career. Or do they? Is this record 
for real, or is it just a tongue-
in-cheek .in-joke that the band 
decided to release? Can they 
really be serious covering "Trust 
\'' ,..o '-'~'. 
in Me" from The Jungle Book? 
Could anyone really mean it 
when they cover Sparks? 
Even though they are not 
playing their own music, all the 
classic Banshee trademarks are 
still here: self important Gothic 
vocals, stingy, sporadic guitars, 
carnival keyboards, and inces-
sant tribal drums. The band 
membership seems firmed up 
now after many years of turmoil, 
with the ever constan·t Siouxsie 
Sioux on vo_cal wonderings, , 
handy Steve Severin pounding 
out the bas-s, twirping Budgie 
SIOUXIE, page 22 
.... 
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(continued from page 21) (continued from page 21) 
.closest to the Fu~gos' first 
album. "Names" is no fluff, just 
some catchy riffs, while "News" 
is the record's best cut, with a 
nice backbeat, a simple chorus, 
and some lowdown meanstreets 
guitar. 
on drums, and relative new 
com~r John Valen.tine Carruth-
ers on guitar. . 
On the first side of the ·disc, 
the group seems to stay in 
character, taking th~mselves 
overly serious as usual, while 
they manage to loosen up on the 
second side. The record opens 
on a high note with 'This Town 
Ain't Big Enough For The Both 
Of V's," from the inimitable 
(tha_nk your lucky stars they're 
inimitable) Sparks. The vocals 
from the innocent-little-girl - , 
set-free juxtaposed with whirl- · 
wind guitars and incessent 
drums offers a madcap tirade 
worthy of The Banshees. 
This Sparks tune brings to 
light a major flaw with the 
record: the production. All too 
often the sparkling sound of the 
past is rendered here as a self-
serving platform for Siouxsie, 
with the rest of the band murk-
ing in the wings. She's the 
centerpiece for the outfit, but 
the rest of the band should still . 
be heard. ' 
Death -rock goes cabaret -on , 
both "Trust In Me," from The 
Jungle Book, and "Strange 
Fruit," a Billie Holliday classic. 
On both these songs Siouxsie 
hint~ at the theatrical tinge on 
the band's music and stage 
performance. The latter tune 
effectively transforms itself 
from the doldrums of America 
of the 20s to the doldrums of 
80s England with a swirling 
death toll. 
The song which best suits the 
feel of The Banshees is The 
· Doors' "Hello Little Girl." 
Seve~in and Budgie perfectly 
reform the manic off-kilter 
approach , of Manzerek and 
Densmore on the original. Any 
comparisons between Siouxsie 
and ye ol' Lizard King should 
. be struck from the mind, as the 
situation is too preposterous 
to analyze. 
The. second side wraps up 
with an ·odd trio of tunes, John 
Cale's "Gun," Bryan Ferry's "Sea 
Breezes," and Television's "Lit-
tle Johnny J€wel." Only the 
latter fits the manic yet subdued 
style of The Banshees, yet it is 
never allowed to break loose. 
The original features sizzling 
guitars, but this version offers 
nothing to take their place. 
"Gun" manages to bite the 
bullet while "Sea Breezes" 
answers the musical question, 
"Have any two singers been as 
impersonal and cold yet effec-
tive as Bryan Ferry and Siouxsie 
Sio{ix?" 
Is Through The Looking 
Glass a joke or a serious attempt 
to capture some of the nuances 
that have come to make Siouxsie 
and The Banshees the eclectic 
artists that they -ate today? 
There are no answers here, just 
more questions offered, not to 
mention some often intriguing 
music. 
The Stones comparisons are 
almost justified on 'Tll Sleep 
With You," although this slow 
one would be a throwaway for • 
Mick and Keith. In fact, the rest-
of the album is uneventful and 
not a whole lot of fun to listen 
to. Take for example these 
lyrics: "Garhag.e blows down 
these dirty streets/ And inside 
the hotel/The concierge is 
falling asleep/This whole place 
ain't looking so well." This stuff 
is miserable. 
Finally, the purpose of record-
ing "He's Had a Lot of Drink 
_Today" is beyond me. Zanes' 
warbling voice sounds like he 
has been drinking, and the 
inclusion of harp and cellos ( ! ) 
in a Del Fuegos' song is down-
right depressing . . 
At last year's Springfest, 
guitarist Warren Zanes told a 
friend of mine that the band has 
no talent, but simply got a lucky 
break. Ten lackluster songs and: 
an increasing reliance on the 
help of others have led me to 
agree. In the liner notes of 
"Stand Up," the Del Fuegos 
thank "all of our family and 
friends ... who still think Spinal 
Tap is a serious movie." We11, 
if they have no talent, at least 
they admit it. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--••.-,1',l'••••••,I'. 
Two members of the band Open Fire performing in 
. the MUB_ Pub last Saturday qight. 
(Craig Parker photo) 
Tired of your old record collection? 
. d about 
Rea . bands 
& corning 
up. . 
,n Th - e 
New Hampshire 
THE_ GREEK SYSTEM .•.............................. ~ .....................•. . -
REVIEW COMMITTEE 
WANTSYOU 
, With them. 
To sha~e your per~eptions of the · 
UNH GREEK SYSTEM 
SUNDAY, APRIL 12, 1987 
at the Student Senate Mt?eting 6 p.m. 
McConnell Hall Rm. 212 
• 
Presentation and Discussion Session 
Greeks & Nongreeks encouraged to attend 
. . 
: John Stockwell 
.ex-Cl·A agent.-
NH Aprn 16th 
Sponsored by Committee on 
Funded by PFO 
Tickets-$1 Students $3 non-students 
at MUS ticket office 
• • • • • ························~··········~········~······~~·· 
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MOTHER GOOSE & -GRIMM 
YJMATA UFE,.., 
IV£ eor FORT',) 
FLEAS AfJt) Nor 
ONE GIRL FRIEND, 
BLOOM COUN1'Y 
17-115 _? {Ill,.. WHY, 
NO ... ACT7/At.lY, 11115 





by _Berke Breathed 
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by Jeff MacNelly 
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Emergency test prep 
help for the.imminent 
LSAT, GMAT,and GRE. 
As you see below, the exams 
will be here before you know it. 
An_d if your vital signs inclu9e .. 
sweaty palms, a somersaulting 
stom9ch, and shaky legs, you 
need help-fas! . 
Check into a Kaplan center. 
Our test-taking techniques and 
edu.cational programs have 
helped lower the pressure and· 
boost the scoring power and 
confidence of over one million 
students. We even have compact 
classes so you can be ready for 
this falls exams. 
So if you're getting HI thinking 
about the LSAI GMAT or GRE, 
call Kaplan. We'll give you all the· · 
"mental n1edicine" you need. 
And a lot of intensive care. 
JKAPLAN 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN El;)UCATIONAL UNTER LTD. 
There's still time! 
LSAT 6/15 GMAT 6/20 GRE 6/6 
Concord LSAT class starts 4/11 
GMAT class starts 4/12 
Call collect (617) 266-TEST 
35mm 
~@O@r:r 
. \ I I 
. PrlntS 




· . Seattle Film~orks has adapted _ 
Kodak's pr9fessional Motion 
Pictllre film for use in your 35mm 
camera. Now you can use the same 
film-with the same microfine 
grain and rich color saturation -
Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect 
for everyday shots. You can capture 
special effects; too. Shoot it in 
bright or low light~ at up to 1200 
. ASA. 'What's more, it's economical. 
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks 
lets· you choose prints or slides, or 
both, from the same roll. 
Try this remarkable film today! 
"1986 SFW 
---------------FREI: )ntroductory Offer .: 
D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of 
. Ko.dak MP film for my 35mm camera. I -
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack i~cluding· I 
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enciosed I 
is $2 for postage and handling. · : 
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 1 
I NAME ________ ____;,,,' y I 
ADDRESS_-'------- I 
I CITY __________ I 
STATE ____ ZIP ____ I 
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks CODE : 
500 3rd Ave. W. I 
P.O. Box 34056 I 
Seattle, WA98124 I 
Ku1.lak. 524_i .m1.l :;zq4 ;Ul' tr;\d~m;1rk:i, nt' E:,~rm;m Kn1.fak Cn. S-:,;ntl\.' I ._ _______ _,;... ___________________ ---:----~---------------a.:il;:l:;1;;h:~:;r:.";:';:.";;'t~u~P=~::~J~ 
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· · Bridging the Gap, 
_Assisting Drug Troubled Students 
Wednesday, April 8, 9am-3pm 
, Memorial Union Building 
-~ elcome Richard Hersh, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
• I . 
Opening Address Bruce Donov.an, Ph.D, Dean of 
Freshmen and Sophomores, Professor of Classics, 
Associate Dean for Chemical Dependency, 
Brown University 
A one day symposium for 
faculty and staff 
9:10-10:00 am Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, MUB 
_ 'concurrent Sessions 
Drug Use and Trends on the UNH Campus 
sponsored by the Division of 
Student Affairs and 
Paul Hart, Ph.D, Hall Director, Babcock House and 
member of the UNH Drug Advisory Committee 
·1_0:10-11 :00 am Carroll Room, MUB 
.Identifying and Approaching the. Drug Troubled . 
. ·student Bruce Dono1£an , 
the UNH . Drug Advisory 
Committee in co_njunction wit 
the UNH Faculty Caucus 
10:10-11 :0CJ am Belknap Room, MUB 
· Lunch (You·re on your. own) 11 :10-1 :00 pm 
Concurrent Sessions -
Drug Use and Trends on the UNH Campus 
Paul Hart 
1:10-2:00 pm Carroll Room. MUB 
Identifying and A pproaching the Drug Troubled 
Student Bruce Donovan. 
1:10-2:00 pm Belknap Room, MUS _ 
Where Do We Go From Here? 
Wednesday, April 8, 9am-3pm 
Memorial Union Building 
The panel will lead an open discussion on faculty 
and staff concerns on the drug issue at UNH. Faculty 
and staff will discuss how they can work together to 
form a found a!ion to -address .the issue no"" and in 
the future 
· Stiide.nt Admissions 
, _ .. _Representatives 
Applications are available from 
Monday, March 23 through 
Friday,April 10 in the Admissions 
Office, Grant House (yellow· house_ 
. . . 
directly across the street from 
Sawyer Hall.) 
Application deadline is Friday, 
Ap-ril 10 at -4:30 p.m. 
Inf ormatiori ·sessions~ for 
-,,,-pro~p-~-~tive Reps will be held 
on the · f oliowing d.ays: . -
· Tuesday.,_ March 31 
3: 30-5: 30· p.m. 
Belknap Rm . ., MUB 
·w ed nesday., April _1 
_ 7:00 - 8:3Q p.m. , . 
'Belknap Rm., MUB -
" 
f ~ .. ,;_M. h -, . 
.. - QUIET RIQT , - ,.. , 
"POKIN-G FUN TO MAKE ·4 ·_ POINT'~ · 
SUNDAY, APRIL 12 7 P.M. 
in the Field House~Free Admission · -
sponsored by the D~C for Drug Awarenes$ Week 
So you're drowning in acade.mic 
There is never enough time 
_in one day. 
What can yo~ do? 
What can you do? -
Call Cool Aid's tapeline -at 
862- 3554 and ask for 
, t<lpe #15..; Time Manage!'lent. 
~\ ') . 
r -
' ,/' -"\ ,--11 - ,, .  ·.'< / 
. . - -,.._;, "; 
"· , ~' ~ f , , ' ' , : 
_::::_-4~ . 
- ,. .... .,_ ,::·1;:..· ~' . ,_, ,. 
_-..;;__• ¼;_,- ~ . ~ 
,:·;t·~~< 
. - ·_:_~-~t7'..:-\ 
, , ✓ • • , · ✓ 
·. Universi 
-Jumpin'.Jake. 
JOt, r'vE r l(,VRE\J I 
· \T DVT". 
Lei lie -lhe New-t:. . · 
OH) MY Goo! I CAN7 
BELIEVE IT! I FINAL-
-LY GOT A PE.RSONAL! 
:fltt,NZ 
1he cloctor 
wi JI see vou 
now Mr.MeeK 
I ~NO'r.J \v'l-t'1 WE 1Rt 
l-\AVI Nl, ALL 1H IS RAW .. 
77 
I ' / 
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S FROM A SECRET 
ADM/RE Rf J5N'T THM 





Mr. Meek . · 
Hampsha. Hicks · 
WAITIAJb FOR. AtJtJIE 10 ,E'T 
e:eAT:)1/ ~o· 60 OA} THE 1'A-1'€. 
f SH-OUL.D OF S10Pf€'D 
OFF A1 NICK~ FD«.. A 
~ 8EER5 1C) 1'A/f.E 
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Comics 
.. 
: By Bob- Durling· · 
by J"ef.f 5eMprebon _._ 
oH1 Jr.'\ So HAPPY! 
. I CANT BEL IE.VE 





-THAT WA5 A \JJA5TE . 
0 F MO/\) E Y, · T /-I IS . 
IS"_ woRsr . n-lAN 
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0 
by Lou Springer 
University Com-ics 
Brushing up on your Shakespeare 
ALL R JG HTJ 8 JLL. W£ LL Tf<'( 
1-l ~ ~OCJ( ,+-SA 71!.IJ, :n.J~T s-rop 
WA V' I Nb <fH ~T TM l,V~'J 





SUMMER JOBS A 
at camp for r!J _ 
underprivileged 10 . /j · · 
\o 12 year-old 
New Hampshire boys. Nine demanding 
but rewarding .veeks on island-based 
proy(am. Salary $1000, plus room 
. and board, for summer Work/study 
possibility. Requires dedication, 
and an affinity for the outdoors 
and athletics. 
For more Information write: 
Alari M. Cantor, Ex. Dir 
PO Box 120 . "" 
B1istol, NH 03222 j.. MAYHEW 






Position needed: Sales clerks, Ass't Candy makers::-
From early June through Labor Day. 
Please write ct 
1 
_ Murdick 's Fudge . , .- (;fj., 
· ' \..( 1652 52nd St. South East ),t'v 
"'......_ Grand Rapids, Mich 49508 "\ 
'- . : -~~c·-... . . :i :,: RN $200, $300, $400 A WEEK~ 
:l~J!\}~ ~~LEONE'S RESTAURANT{-
: '.if\~ Hampton Beach (a fun place tp Y'Ork) ~ .. · 
We' re · tooking for d~ .. 
-·· CIRC 
= lnfom1a1ion from ·. lhl' Fl'dl'ral Gi,wrn-~ ml'nl on suhjt•rcs . W, ranging from agrirul-
• - IUrl' lo zoolo),'\ is 
...... a\'ailahll' al Deposil<in-
.... Lihram•s across thl' ,'Ii nauon. e fou ran 1·isi1 thl'Sl' , lihraril's and usl' thl' - Dl'positon rnlll'rtion, 
..__,_ 1rnhout rhargt' 
111111111 °Iii find o,;l' _in 1c!ur 
- ~ ar!'a. rnnlart 1ou~ 
]
_, local lihran or writl' 
frdl'ral ll.t'po.~itor.1 
l.ihran Program. 
Oftirl' .of 111;, Puhht: 
Printl'r. \\aslungton. 
DC 1(l➔OI . . 
~ , F~era.l Depository 
?J Library Program 
IIIEIICI PIPIII Apply Waitresses~ Waiters, Buspeople 
' Sat._, Sun., and Bartenders itr:r 16,278 '°s~~~~~e from-all 
April 11 & 12 K. h H _ l . · . '~ Order =/~~'~g;v with 
\ . , 
1 
ltC en e p (expenenced~ not expenenceg lnCallf.·(213)477-8226 ' 
S~t., Sun.; . h ' - bolnuses & som~ living quarters avaiq' ~~=.:::.nee 
1A · "I 18 & 19 ot er. pos. • a SO avail. . • . f 113221dahoAw. #206-m 
.pr, . Located 1n the Hillcrest Hotel a_crossfrom children's ' .cu}~~~:~c~ lso 
' . layground Ham _ ton:c.Be.ac~ -~1~:■557~'.ssssssssssss. sssssssss~ ----ava- llable<Jl __ ,_1eve_,. ___ -.. 
J 
_, /' I 1 \ -- 1 ,,~~, I\ - •-. ,,.,. " i J - I.-,.'.:~ ) ' f ., • <' .• , 1 I I .1 I l ) J ., f\ l i • / / J I .J - j" 
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Lesbian ~ · m 
Cultural C't .. ] 
Awarenessn 
·Festu 
Campus Gay and Lesbian Alliance at 
The Uniyersity of New Hampshire 
Sunday Aprll 12 
SWASTIKA AND PINK TRIANGLE : GAYS 
UNDER THE NAZIS-Between 1934 and 1945, 
Adolf Hitler's Germany systematically im-
prisoned and murdered as many as one million 
gay men living throughout Europe. Historian, 
writer and contributing editor of the book Pink 
Triangle Hugh Murray, will lead a discussion on 
German. history, Nazi ideology and gay men . 
. 7:00-9:00 p.m. in the Carroll / Belknap Room of 
the Memorial Union Building . 
Monday April 13 
ASCRIBING SEXUAL ORIENTATIONS-
Barbara Houston, Professor of Philosophy at 
UNH, focuses on the r~lations between personal 
identity, gender identity and sexuality and the 
role they play as we ascrible to ourselves and 
others various titles of sexual orientation 
E!'Tlphasis wil be placed on concep_ts of lesbians 
and lesbianism. 12:30-2:00 p.m. in the Memorial 
Uni'?n Building. 
LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS IN 
NICARAGUA-American educator and former 
member of the N ica rag uan Ministry of 
Education, Maxine Shaw and writer /social 
activist, Jerry Scappettulo of Boston will outline 
how lesbians and gay men have helped to shape 
the Sandinista Revolution, how it has improved 
their place in society and what Americans can 
learn from them. 7:30-9:00p.m. in the Hillsboro 
Acom of the Memo'rial Union Building. 
.Tuesday Aprll 14 
PLATO'S PHILOSOPHICAL REFLECTIONS 
ON HOMOSEXUALITY- By drawing from and 
contextualizing the philosopher's Symposium, 
Phaedrus and Laws, Barbara Tovey, Professor 
of Philosophy at UNH, will outline Plato's beliefs 
on gay love and the proper behavior of gay men. 
1 :00-2:30 p.m. in the Merrimack Room of the 
Memorial Union Building. 
THE PORTRAYAL OF LESBIANS AND GAY 
MEN IN THE MEDIA - Michael Bronski, 
journalist and writer o.f the boo_k Culture Clash 
and Stepane Poggi, News Editor of Gay 
Community News will discuss the bias evident in 
mass media as they address the topic of gays 
and gay issues·and why there is a need for a gay 
press. 7:30-9:00 p.m. in the Sullivan Room ·of the 
Memorial Union Building . 
Wednesday Aprll 15 
BLUE JEAN DA YI STRAIGHTS 
AND GA VS ARE ENCOURAGED 
TO WEAR JEANS TO SHOW 
THEIR SUP.PORT FOR GAY 
RIGHTS. 
PSYCHOLOGY AND HOMOSEXUAL! TY- Paul 
Cody, PhD. candidate and counselor ar UNH 
will deliver a lecture dealing with the American 
Psychiatric Association's removal of homo-
sexuality from1ts list of mental disorders in 1974, 
the most common problems of gay men and 
lesbians who seek cou-nsel-ing and his 
experiences as a gay ps'ychologist. 12:30-2:00 
p.m. in the Merrimack Room of1 the Memorial 
Union Building. · 
Fri.day Aprll 17 
IMMEDIATE FAMILY: A PLAY IN TWO ACTS-
A one-woman play written and performed by Iris 
Bloom, Immediate Family is a:. powerfu l and· 
sensitive e:><ploration into the social. realities of 
lesbians and gay men in relation to family, 
medicine and the law and how they affect gay 
relationsh ips. 8:00-10:00 p .m. the Strafford 
Room cf the Memorial Union Building. 
Sunday Aprll 19 
BEFORE STONEWALL/AFTEFt STONEWALL 
The root$ of what was to become of the Gay 
Liberation Movement were firmly established in 
every corner ·of American culture before the 
1969 Stonewall Reballion in New York City . A 
showin·g of the film Before Stonewall will reve~1 · 
some of those roots and a panel of gay men and 
lesbians will dicuss how the Movement has · 
affected their lives 7:00-900 p.m. in Room 4 of 
the Horton Social Science Center. 
Monday Aprll 20 
PINK TRIANGLES- Bruce Perry, a UNH 
residence hall director will show the film, .Pink 
Triangles and lead a discussion ·on the treatment 
of gays in society. 4:00 p.m. in the Merrimack 
Room of the Memorial Un ion Building. THE STATE OF GAY RIGHTS IN NEW 
HAMPSHIRE- Lawyer, educator and ·gay 
HOMOP.HOBIA WORKSHOP- Open part- activist Marcus Hurn will present an informative 
icularly to lesbians and gay men (but closed to . l·ecture on the rights -that lesbians and gay men 
nobody) interested in OVE!rcoming their fears of have·in this state, the work that is being done tq 
homosexuality, this workshop will be presented expand these. rights and the forces that are 
by UNH's Cindy· Garthwaite, former Assistant trying to take them away. 7:30-9:00 p.m. Room 4 
Director of Residential Life, and Leaf Seligman, of the Horton Social Science Center. 
Instructor of English , 7:00-8:30 p.m . in the . 
Hillsboro Room of the Memo·rial Union Building. 'r Sunday Aprll 26 
Thursda.y Aprll 16 
THE SHIFTING ROLE OF THE: LESBIAN IN 
ENGLISH LITERATURE- By analyzing a 
selction of writing by women, Luita Spangler 
PhD. candidate and instructor ,:,f English at 
UNH, will retrace the literary paths f.orged by 
authors who sought the freedom to express 
themselves openly and honestly to their readers 
during the past eighty years 12:30-2:00 in the 
Sullivan Room of the· Memorial Un ion Building. 
POETRY READIN·G- Four lesbians and gay 
poets of the Seacoast area will read their latest 
works on life, love and their places-in the world. 
Included in the program will be Leaf Seligman , 
Carol Keyes, Jan Harrow and Jack Byrne. 7:30- · 
9:00 p.m. in the Belknap Room of the Memorial 
Union Build ing. 
THE INVENTION OF HETEROSEXUALITY: 
1892-1982 With the advent of psychology in the 
late 19th century, the word "heterosexual" was 
born. But, one problem arose; nobody knew 
. what the word meant . Jonathan Ned Katz , 
author of Gay American History and Gay 
Almanac will mix historical writings, anecdotes 
· and song in this serious yet humorous lecture on 
the difficulty· of defin ing ourselv~s as sexual 
beings 7:30-9:00 p.m. in Room 4 of the Horton 
Social Science Center. 
Co-sponsored and/or endorsed by the Citizens 
Alliance for Gay and Lesb ian Rights, Femin ist 
Hea l th Center of Po rtsmouth , and New 
Hampshire Lambda; and by Administrative 
Serv i ces Comm ittee o n Centra l America , 
Divers ity Comm ittee, Resident ial Life, Student 
Act iv i t ies. Women's Commission, Women's 
Studies Department Womynis Center of UNH 
ProgressiVe Student Network and PFO 
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Dove r 4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen , 
den. Centra lly located near Kari Van Route. 
$7 40 a month includes all utilities. Lease 
requ irecj Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m._ 
We are looking for a 4 bedroom house to 
rent beginning June 1 or Aug . 31 in the 
Durham or Dover area . Please give us a 
call if you are leaving and not returning 
next year. Noreen, Keith , Tony, Catherine 
at 862-4427 
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath 
for female stud.ents only. Avai lable for 
1987-88 academic year. Private entrance. 
Ten minute wal'I< from T-Hall. $950 per 
semester including utilities. Cal l 868-2217 
after 4 p.m. 
Subletters : Are you planning to spend a 
funfilled summer in Durham? We have the 
place for you! Spacious singles, and a 
double available Ln a room house at Davis 
Courts. Call Stephanie at 868-1433 for 
more info. 
I ;:1m looking for an apartment in Portsmouth 
beginning June 1. If you are moving out 
or need a room"mate call Carrie at 862-
1323 or 749-1464 
Beautiful renovated house in Dover. 
Large l<itchen, dining room, living room, 
four bedrooms. $185 month per person 
plus utilities. Available June 1. Hardwood 
floors , bay wind0ws , on Kari-Van Route. 
Call Sarah at 524-9698 evenings. 
Need a place June 1-August 30 in Durham? 
- 2 person apartmeflt available fema les only. 
R~nt negotiable. <:;all Donna 868-2081 
St:Jmmer sub let Dover-one room in 3 BR 
apartment. Private bath, $175 all bills paid. 
742-2557 after 6 p.m. M/ F 
•i:; 11 Rental-Thre.e bedroom duplex unit , 
furnished, nearly new, 3.5 mi from campus, 
three person ma_x imum , no pets , non-
sm.okers preferred. $720 mo plus utilities. _ 
Security deposit .required. Nine or twelve 
month lease. Available Aug. 29, 1987. Call 
65,9-5932 
Rental , May 24-Aug. 27, nearly new home, 
ni ce for family, q·uiet, ab out 3.5 mi from 
campus. Four person maximum, children 
ok, non-smokers preferred, furn ished. $625 
mo plus utilities·. Deposit anc! lease. Fa ll 
lease and rates available. Call 559:5932 
May 24 to June 26 rental. three bedroom 
duplex, great tor grad or fami ly. Furnished, 
nearly new, :;l.5 mi from campu s. Country 
setting , four person -maximum, pets neg. , 
non-smokers, short-term re nt of $600 
iflc luding ut il. security depos it. Call 659-
5932 
/ Summer June-Aug. 31 space for up to 4 
peo pl e in a room y house ·1 mil e from 
campus. $550 (neg.) for the whole summer. 
Utilities included. Call 868-6035. 
Cape Cod or Maine this summer' Two girls 
need housing an ywh ere. Very f lex ibl e. 
Please call Tracy at 862-4343 or Laur·i at 
862-4248 • 
THE. FAR SIDE 
HELP WANTED 
FREE inte rv iews , Cape Cod 's hottest 
re staurant -bar c ompl ex . Interview wee -
kend , Saturday, April 25, 1 0-4, Sunday Apri l 
26, Noon -4. Season May 21-Sept . 7 and 
more. Guido Murphy's, corner of West Main 
Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, MA. ·coME 
ON DOWN' 
GREAT SUMMER JOBS' at po~ular l:o.Y,s~ 
summer camp on Lake Winnipesaukee. 
Write : Camp DeWitt. Box 2106 Wolfeboro 
NH 03894. (569-2681) 
Earn $480 week ly-$60 per hundred en-
velopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers 
needed for c ompany project stuffing 
envelope_s and assembling materials.-Send . 
stamped s·elf addressed envelope to JBK 
Mailcompany P.O . box 25-87 Castaic, 
California, 91 310. 
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred cir-
culars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home 
and particip ate in our Company project 
rT)ailing circulars and assembling 
materia ls.-Send stamped self addressed 
enve lope to JBK Mai lcompany P.O. Box 
25 Castaic, Califomia,,91310. 
NOW HIRING: College Pr6Painters, Great 
pay and lots of fun. Call now! 1-800-346-
4649. 
Need strong, ·handy, mechanical male for 
yard work, riding mower, odd jobs,-part time, 
starting anytime. Cal l 436-8500 days-Kristi. 
Make Good Summer Earn.ings . College 
PRO Painters pays $5- 7 hr. for good 
summer painters. Outlets throughout New 
England cal l 1-800-346-4649. 
Part time work ... -Full time. l_ncome outside 
sales positions ; fle x ible h·ours, good for 
homemakers. Great income. Car neces-
sary. If interested call : (617) 888-6779 
Summer Opportunity-Fine residential camp 
for girls in Vermont seeking women coun-
selors / instructors, Mid-June through Mid-
August Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, riding, 
fieldsports , tripping instructors. Non-
smokers , good character and love of 
children. Call Lochearn Camp, (802) 333-
4211 . 
Summer staff positions open at family resort 
in N.H. Various jobs available . Ful l board 
and room. Loch Lyme Lodge, Lyme,,N.H. 
03768. 603-795-2141 
Dorm students: Exc iting young company 
looking for energetic dorm students to earn 
extra cash . Job pays immediate ly' upon 
completion. Fringe benefits and perks very 
common. Call now (617) 938~8839 or (617) 
935-1414. 
CHILD CARE needed weekday afternoons 
for two boys 3 & 5 years old in their home. 
Ea sy wa lk to and from c ampus. Fl exi bl e 
hours must be re liable and available. 4:30-
6:00 p.m. Ca ll Carin or Otto 868-5449. 
WORK- STUDY POSITIONS: researching 
c·oasta'1 New Ham pshi_re · salt marsh -
biol ogy / hydrology part tim e acad emi c 
year. Full time summer Call C_hris 862 -3956: 
By GARY .LARSON 
In the Old West, vegetarians were 
often shot with I itt.le provocation. 
SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYER FOR 
SALE-20 track memory, 3 beam laser, stil l 
under warranty: Come listen to-the sound' 
Cal l Craig , 862-4357 after 6 p.m. 
1983 Chev. Cavalier Wagon, A / C, AM / FM 
Stereo . Excellent condition , low mileage, 
extra wheel , 4,000 . 207 / 384- 52 1. 8 after 
6 j:>.m. or weekends. 
1979 Ford Fiesta, good condition, $1050.00 
must sel l .  Call 332 -0172 . After' 5:00 or · 
anytime weekends. 
1983 Nissan Stanza Exc;ellen•t Cond ition 
Electric Sunroof, four new tires, five speed, 
$4,000 or·best offer. Must sell. 
Communications Assoc iation meeting to 
elect new officers. Wednesday April 8 6:00 
p.m. in Room 128 PCAC. CA is an organ-
ization not exclusive to just communication 
majors. Anyone interested in advertising , 
publi c re lations , marketing, or related 
c ommunication fi e lds is encouraged to 
jail') and become an officer. No experience 
necessary. 
WANTED: Vo lunteer to help SAFE-RIDES. 
We are looking for drivers, assistants and 
dispatchers. It wou ld include two weekend 
nights from 1 Opm-2am a semester. Contact 
Health Services Health Education Center 
.862-3823 if interested. 
Qi.versity and experience. The true repres-
entation . Vote for Warner Jones and Sabra 
Clarke for Student Body President and Vice 
· President. Elections April 14th and 15th. 
'Graham Cbapman (of Monty Python) will 
be here April 30th 
WI ZARD OF OZl!I MIDNIGHT THURS-
DAYIII showings at 7, 9:30 & 12 · 
--- --- ------ - ----- - --VOTE JONES AND 
CLARKE. 
-- --- - ------- -- --- - --E lections for SBP and 
SBVP April 14th and 15th. 
It would seem that people on this cam_pus 
are incapable of recognizing good music 
even when it is being performed LIVE 
directly in front of them. Is everyone here 
completely lacking in taste, or has someone 
been putting lialium in the Durham wafer 
suoolv? 
1981 Honda Passport Motorscooter Two Friends don 't let friends drink and drive . 
Communications Association meeting to 
elect new officers. Wednesday April 8 6:00 
p.m. in Room 128 PCAC. CA is an organ-
ization not exclusive to just communication 
majors. Anyone interested in advertising, 
public relatiofls, marke•ting, or related 
c ommunication fields -is. encourage.d .. to · 
join·and become an officer. No experience 
necessary. 
_seater w / rear basket, exce!leflt conditiort- . SAFE-RIDES, Thursdays through Satur-
recent tune up. Great for summer!_$5§_~ - .. ,.dgys, 1 Opm-2am, CALL 862-'1414. 
or 8 .0 . incl . chain, lock & helmet. Call 
Stephanie 868-1707 or 868-1105. 
75 SAAB 99 G(, '80 engine and transmis-
sion, good condition -.needs fuel pump. 
evenings 431-0913 
1982 Yamaha 920 cc-Virago Motorcycle 
5000 mi les $1450 evenings call 868-703,9 
Electric Guitar for Sale : Les P.au l Copy 
Model, good condition . Black w / 2 pick 
up system, Must Sell $95. Call Paul R. at -
868-9830 or 862-1323. 
1978 Datsun 8210, 4 new tires runs great! 
$600 or b.o. Call Teresa 749-2859, leave 
message. 
35 meal plan ticket for sale. 27 meals left . 
ask for $95 or 8 . 0 . contact Wang 868-9809 · 
1984 Sub;:1ru GC wagon. Automatic , power 
steering , & windows . Low mileage, rust 
proof, exce llent condition, must sell $599. 
Call (603) 926~6496. 
SERVICES 
Professors/ Students: Too busy for_ typing? 
Call 332-WORD for your word processing 
needs. Accurate, fast service· at fair prices. 
c ·arpentry , pai nting , ho rtfe improvement . 
Top qua lity work at a low pri c e. Free 
estimates. Cal l Charlie 433-2214 evenings. 
PRO TYPIST. 95 wpm. Variable Rates. Term 
Papers , Reports, etc. Call Maureen at 742-
5920 (Days) or 335-1987 (Evenings). 
Guitar Instruction -study with a G.I .T. Grad . 
Tec hnique, Improvisationa l Concepts 
Harmony & Theory, Ear Training, all level's. 
Call NOW 659-7442 
Springtime Caterin g: all eve,.nt s ranging 
from ca sua l cock ta il pa rti es to e legant 
reception s. Cu linary Institute graduates. 
Call Mike or Karl 868 6507 . 
Typing of all kinds, $1.25 per double spaced 
page, pick-up / delivery if r~quired . Please 
ca ll 742-2629. 
Spring C leanup. Fast, high qua lity recon-
ditioning of lawns, gardens and shrubbery. 
Odd jobs . Prc fession al unthatching . Free 
estimate. Cal l Jim D. 868-7265 / anytime. 
Com e to th e 34 th Annu al Li!He Roy a l 
Livestock Show Saturday April 11 , 1987, 
from 9:00-5:00. At the Livestock Activity 
Center by the horse barn s. 
ADOPTION: We 're a loving, happily married 
coup le academic phys ic ian and psychol-
ogist. Eage r to adopi wh it e. newborn . 
Confidential. Cal.I co llect 212-724-7942. 
ERNI E- Th ank you fo r eve ryt hin g. I love 
you more than anything else in thi s world . 
Love, Princess 
No Suc h An imal bo il th at· dustspeck 
availa ble upstairs at Town and Campus. 
Durham. Six songs for $3 .35. Pretty reas -
onable. 
"0 - we have you r li cense and it s on th e 
way to the Attourney General. Don 't worry 
you 'll have it next week." 
Communicati ons Assoc iation meeiing to 
elect new officers. Wednesday Apr il 8 6 00 
p.m. in Room 128 PCAC. CA is an organ-
iza tion not exc lusive to just communicati on 
majors. Anyone in terested in advert isi ng , 
pub li c re lat ion s. market in g, o r re lated 
co mmunica ti on fi e ld s is enco uraged to 
join and become an officer. No experi ence 
necessa ry. 
Support Groups for Women Who Have 
Been Abused (assault. sexual assault. date 
rape, in.t est , battering , at_tempted rape, 
stranger rape)Tuesdays ·a11 semester, 3:00-
4:30· p.m . at Counsel ing and Testing , 
Schof>ield House, tor more information,call 
3698 and ask for.DANI. 
Financial Aid: Sources located for Fresh -
men / Sophomores by Computer. Reaso-
nable Rates .. Money-back Guarantee. 
Academic Fµndsearch , P,O. Box K, Ply-
mouth_, NH 03264. 
Don't want to drive home with an intoxicated 
driver . Call SAFE RIDES at 862-1414, 
Thursdays through Saturday, 1 Opm-2am. 
Spring Cleanup. Fast. high quality recon-
ditibning of lawns & gardens and shrubbery. 
Odd jobs . Professional unthatching. Free 
estimate. Cal l Jim D. 868-7265 anytime. 
Communications Association fTleet ing to 
elect new officers. Wednesday Apri l 8 6:00 
p.m. in Room 128 PCAC. CA is an organ-
ization not exclusive to just communication · 
majors. Anyone interested in advertising , 
pub lic re lations, market ing , or re lated 
communication fields is encouraged to 
' join and become an officer. No experience 
necessary. 
Summer in Europe $239. Lowest Scheduled 
Fares to all of Europe from Boston . Call 
1 (800) 325-2222. 
Pregnant? Need Help? Free pregnan cy 
testing and information on abortion and 
· alternatives. Cal l 7 49-4441 ' 
If you are forced to have sex, are sexually 
assaulted , or raped and would like to talk 
to a woman who ha~ been trained to help 
in these situations , call 862-1 212 day or 
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN -
SELOR. 
UNH Bookstore Sidewalk Sale April 27th 
through May 1st *Spring Cleaning*-General 
Reading Boods-Computer Books 25<t: per 
pound. *Winter Clothing Clearance* *Spring 
Plants* 
Carpentry, painting , home improvement. 
Top qualit y work at a low pri ce. Free 
estimates. Call Charlie 433-221 4 evenings. 
Sprin g Break Jam aica -Projec t Manager 
needed. FREE vacat ion plu s $$$ 1 -800 -
237 -2061 
Coming Soon' Spring Fling .. .. A Day fill ed 
with entertainment, game s, movies, and . 
food . It's at Stoke on Apri l 11th. Don't Miss 
It. 
Wanted: Toy Train s and Accessories any 
size any con diti on, any amount. Ca ll Joe. 
at 664-5184 
The Gree k System Review Comm ittee 
wants yo u to sha re y'our pe rcep t ions of 
the UNH Greek System with them Sunday, 
Apr il 12, 1987 at th e St ude nt Senate 
Me~t ing. 6 p.m. McConnell Hall Rm .212. 
Presenta ti on and ·d iscuss ion sessio n 
Greek s and Non -Greeks encou raged to 
attend. 
No Such Animal boil that dustspeck 
availab le .upstairs at Town and Campus, 
Durham. Six songs for $3.35. Pretty reas-
onable. 
Antiques by Wiswall House. We buy and 
sell. Wed . thru Sat. 10-6. Wiswall ~d ., 
Durham (off Packers Fall~ Rd) 659-5106 
Christine I know you're reading these 
personals! Only another· month of classes-
Yea! The party was a definite success and 
I think we should do it again-but this time 
no saw dust!' C. 
~DEBORAH Y: Will yo'U ever speak to me 
again? I'm sorry about Wednesday night, 
but I couldn 't pass up an offer to go to-the 
ballet regardless of how good the dance,. 
company was' I knew you would be my 
friend and understand. How about dinner 
and / or drinks this week? Happy hour? 
Testosterone scooping this weekend????-
CFK 
Ms . Bombshell on Fifth Street: Are you 
alive?.You and I have to be the busiest 
ballsiest waitresses of the '80 's this side 
of the Piscataqua! Have I got some stories 
to tell you-but no, I haven't heard from the 
Corvette man .. . Give me a call sweetie! 
No Such ~nimal boil that dustspeck 
available upstairs ·at Town and Campu_s, 
Durham. Six songs for $3.35. Pretty reaso,-
nable. 
Communications Assoc iation meeting to 
elect new officers. Wednesday April 8 6:00 
p.m. in Room 128 PCAC. CA is an organ-
ization not exclusive to just communication 
majors. Anyone interested in advertising , 
p.ubli c rela t ions , market ing , or rela t_ed 
communication fi e lds is enc ourag ed to 
join and become an officer. No experience 
necessary. 
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR TEXT-
BOOKS!l*Sell your books at the UNH 
bookstore after your exams and enter our 
drawing for a membership at the Fran l<lin 
Fitness Center* BUYBACK WEE K-May 
18th-May 22nd. 
Communications Assoc iation meet'ing to 
elect new officers . Wednesday April 8 6:00 
p.m. in Room 128 PCAC. CA is an organ-
ization not exclusive to just communication 
majors. Anyone interested in advertising, 
publi c relation s, marketin g , or re la ted 
communication fi e ld s is enc ouraged to 
join and become an officer. No experience 
necessary. 
Banana and th e Tan ma n; we' ll have to 
do da iqui ris aga in soon' An d Yo ng, you 
owe me a night to party together' Curt and 
Rich, we have to do a Santa Barbara party 
sometime' love ya all , Hooker 
St. Pa uli Girl - what the hell 's going on' Let's 
get up out of t he mud. (pa rdon th e pu n) 
Hooker. 
Wanted: 
Staff for NH boys camp 
Specialty ~reas: Tennis, trip -crafts, archery, Canoe, crafts-
wood working and sports coaching. 
For info. please contact: 
CA. Qownie 
PO Box 1147 
Wolfeboro, N .H . 03894 
569-4531 after 4:30 p.m. 
/+ ' 
{i: !(.; .. ~- / 1,,. ~-~ii~ -
·ryiJkA .. f 
~~.? --., 
• f-
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ANNUAL , ... 
FUND RAISING 
MARATHON -
· HEAR DETAILS ON· HOW -
YOU CAN HELP US. AND -
GET SPECIAL PRIZES 
LIKE: T-SHIRTS, 
·TIC-KETS, AL BUMS, -
BUMPER STICKERS, 
BUTTONS, AND MUCH 
MORE_!_ 
-TLlb_ 60UN D ALTb_R.NA TIVb_-- _ 
.-~ 
' 
. . . · . .. . _... .. . 
s•E A FORTUNE 
.In today's world of high prices and service at a snail's · 
pace, it's great to see an exception to the rule. At Kinko 's 
you get the highest quality copies available at a price that 
will save you a fortune. And if you don't take advantage of 
· our great service and prices - well, that's the way the 
cookie crumbles . . 
creat copies. Creat people. 
51 Ma.in Street, Durham 
868-6322 
UNH -.. ,. •':; .. :--'"··-·summer 
HORSEMANSHIP 
Credit 
ANSC 402 . 
Session 1 
May 25-June 26 
CREDIT: Lab Fee-$75.0.0 :· 
Non-Credit 
6134-6139 
Session 5 · 
, . July 6-Aug. 7 
·/ . 
. NON-CREDIT: 
Advanced; 8:10-9:30 a.m.;_ M_-F lnterm8diate: 11 :1 O a.m.-12:30 p.m.; ,_ 
Beginner: 10:1 .0-11 :30; M-f · , ' M-F; Lab Fee-$75.00 
Intermediate: 3:10-4:30 p.m.; M-F Beginner: 1:10-2:30 p.m.; M-F 
Intermediate: 5:10-6:30 p.m,; 
NON-CREDIT: Lab Fee-$50.00 T,W,TH ; 
Beginner: 5:10-6:30 p.m.; T,W,TH · Lab Fee-$.50.00 
Intermediate: 6:40-8:00 p.m. ; T,W,TH Beginner:,$:40-8:00 p.m.; T,W,TH 
SIGN-UP: April 13 8:00 a.m. . -. 
Light Ho.rse Classroom 
Lab fee due at sign-:up for permission 
To· sign-up after April 13 or for more information, 
call 862-1171 
"*************************** *************** 
~ ************************************** ·lf-. * 
ic * 
ic * 
i Debate i 
ic ================ * ic * 
! ~ between ~~ i 
ic * 
ic * i Candidates i 
ic * 
ic * · f Now in the Strafford Rm. i 
!MUB i 
ic * · 
ic * 
ic * 
ic * t Know the issues : 
t Ask questions · : 
ic • 




ic * t · Election Dates Are: ? · 
ic * 
: ****************************** * 
ic * * * 
ic i April 14~Tuesday i ~. 
: * . * * t : April 15-Wednesday: i 
ic * * ..... ~ * - * ~ 
ic •**********************11c****.,.. 1 ic - ~ 
ic ************************************** * ****************************************** 
' ( l' _.! \ .I \ It 1 I.\ ,, I '\ - r- .- I I - - ' l l , ~ c.. j j /, f'I ,... ~ /1 /-~: /1 - ' J .,.. " ,_. -..... ,- ...... ,- .. 
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t , .. anonewaytoget 
thro ~ college. · 
T() get ahead in col legc. it helps if 
·\Ull choose a brilli~mt rcXHi1mate. Like a 
~lacintoshperson~tl computer And no\r 
there m'E~ two models to choose from. 
The :vlacintosh Ilrs. \\'hid1 corni:s 
, with one 800Kdi~t dtive ~md ~t full mega-
b~ te of memory(expandable to four). 
And the new :vlacintosh SE. \\'hich 
' • 
I 
comes \\·ith either t\\'O hui!t-in SOOK 
drires.' ()l' one drin: and an internal 
)0-·11l 0 U'll)\1° l1., 1nl cli,J .\ C ,, -:-(,!! '}" ,, ' ..... \. r,'- - \... (.{. ~ h I . • • \ • I. ' :--, d 
choice of t\\·o ne\r kl:\·hoarcis. 
· 1e1syou run ~IS-DOS programs. 
\\l1ichcrer \lacintosh \UU choose.· 
1·1ou can LiS1~ die latest most advanced 
~dt \fe.. -~ffc. ,-\nd that means \-011·1 l he ahle 
to ,,-ork faster DetLL1 and s111~r·tf~r: 
\o t\W) \\-a\·s about it. 
Inside. ~he SE als<) has- an expan-
sion slot.so rou can add a card tl 1at lets 
\'()LI share i1.1fr)rrnation m-er, a carnnus-
\\ ide lll'I\IOrk.()r ;inoliil'l C,,cd that Thepowert() beyourbest. 
Call Kevin Snow R68-9608 
-' 
i 
************************************************** ·  ' . . ' . . .  
~ . S ~ ~ t7 ~ IPdV UO!l8813 . · ·~ 
* * * * * . ~~ .............. -- ~---- ~~~:vr-r--.......... * * '1·.' ,. ~---~~3/'' *· · ·,+i ~~•.:_,'i-X~l-~j _ , ~ , -. /I p~~ '\_:-f)~  
~ . ~ ~ ~-- \ ('I~ H ' ,· ~~.· . ~ * c;-}-~f . ii, ~ ":> _,,, . * * Q< c;:--- t: ~ . -, 7- * * ~ t, ~ ~ . ~~~ * * ; ~I~~ * * ;t{,:;•'~ ~ - ~ * * ~ ...... --., _ ___..~- ~~~ ~~ /-;~ I · ?j3f1 .__ ....... ~ * "'-.. :7,i"v' I_, /') __. .,.J ' - .,...I - . '/\ "'-.. 
.......- · "Z .:fJ..'<:\\; -V r,4 1 ~310\ :'~ · 11~ .!.!X3 _ .......-* . 1 ),'t'\\ ;Vi~~ 311L /f'Q-1 91 8Nrm.L , W ~ fQ:1 3Z18M ' * * ·.~·1 \'1'::2H -f3J.C)\ . I ."f-:2 ! ~ ... ':::~,V- ,...,MV ,.,C> 111110\\ '?- .. ,.,.,c. ':3W ~~j -~  II -:;-u~ :.J .. - u.-_.,, • _ _,, f"J lo..l I .... (.) '"':I ..,; () ........ * L--~----"-'---......,__ ___ ...;._ . ,,/ . * 
. ~ · A/FW:JBW Ila/' Aq 3 0 HS l .* * -* 7 * . '·► 
J siuew4seJ}8J 88J.::J · a. 
~ * * * * *   i · iJUOJO-U:61 a·q .J,UOQ i 
* . * * ' * *· . * ·* ~ . ' - )f . * . *· -i· 111 eaJy a6uno7 uoswe111!M - i .· -
i . ·w·d l 1e 6 l!Jdy AepsJn4.l- i 
· * * * * . i . I eaJy a6uno7 . ·· -i 
~ a)IOIS ·w·d l 1e l HJdy ,{epsan.l - . t * / . * 
* * * * * * * , ,. * * / ' * * / * * . : ' / // ' * * . , , • . ,• • , ., / I - ·- ' . • * 
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·Bloom·.·County -Collec:tion' 
. 1\1~. PENGU(N LUST 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ______ Size(s) __ _ 
.. ,~~(. -~ White Sweatshirt 
, ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shirt 
PINGUIN LUST 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ _ 
- OPUS 
Qty. ___ Size(s), __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s),_ __ 
STEVE DALLAS 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) _ _ 
HEAVY MET AL ()PUS 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s)_ _______ :~ 
·· white Sweatshirt 





501J) MY 50fll 
1b f<WK N'l?OU. 
OLIVER WENDELL .JONES 
Beige f-Shirt 
Qty. _ __ Size(s)__;__ __ 
Lt. Grey T~Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. _ ____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
BILL 'N OPUS 
· Black T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s)~---: ____ . 
BLOOM COUNTY BABYLON 
STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Shirt 
NEW BILL THE CAT 
· Lt .. Grey T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 




lection -"."' 5 years 
. of strips in paper-
back - personally 





List Price $12.95 
Plus ~ostage $1.50 
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery. for' personal checks. _ 
Qty. __ 
_,___ VISA __ MAS1ERCARD __ EXP.DATE 
NUMBER· ______________ _ 
NAME ___________________ ~ 
S_IGNATURE ___________ _ 
'~ 
_ SHIP TO:----.;,.-----_,;__ _____ _ 
- Qty. __ ~---'---,- Size(s) __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._ __ ~ize(s) __ _ 
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. 
Tees: S, M, L, XL $12.45 ea. postp~id 
Sweats: M, L, XL -$22.45 ea. postpaid 
MC, Visa, money ord~rs OK. 
·MAIL TO: 
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS 
- DEPT. B • 5 
P~O. BOX 3953 -
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4-8667 
r 
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Utaka's first place highlights tournament 
By Rick Kampersal 
She is an exchange student 
from Japan living in Smith Hall. 
Different, right? Sure. But 
something else that sets Miki 
Utaka apart from her peers is 
her skill and gracefulness in one 
of the more unappreci;ited . 
sports at UNH. 
La-st weekend, competing in 
the prestigious E.C.S.K.S. Tour-
nanient, held here in Durham, 
Miki won the individual spar-
ring title in one of the toughest 
fields she will ever be in. 
"Miki did a great job," said 
UNH Club Coach Steve Warren. 
"This was a real tough tourna- · 
ment. They were the regionals 
which determines who makes 
it to the Nationals." If all goes 
well, Miki will re.present UNH 
and the east coast in the even 
more celebrated national tour-
nament which takes place in 
Phoenix next September. 
As far as the men and women 
teams, ,both made it to the 
semifinals before bowing out 
to stiff competition. Or:i Satur-
day, both teams went through 
six rounds of competition just 
in order to compete on Sunday. 
"I was pleased with our ef-
forts," said Warren. "We made 
it to Sunday's competition in 
both the sparring and kata 
events, which is pretty impres-
sive considering what and who 
we were up against." 
Utaka didn't have to even 
compete on Saturday. "Luckily, 
I drew,, a bye for the first dayt . 
she said. "I was rested on 
Sunday." Miki trained for three 
years in her native Japan, but 
decided to take a breather. "It 
go't tough _on me so I took a 
break," she said. "The last two 
years before coming over here 
I didn't train." r 
The stars of the show were 
the team from Rockville, Ma-
ryland. "They were great," said 
Warren. "They won the men's 
sparring competition and get 
the right to represent the east 
coast in the nationals." 
______ MEN's LAX 
(continued from page 35) 
The Rockville group even had 
an extra show for the people 
who turned out to watch. "They 
put on a-very impressive self-
defense demonstration," said 
· Warren. "They showed how 
well they could protect them-
selves in actual fighting situa-
ti0ns, going up against knives 
and all that other stuff." 
Although UNH won't h;ve 
a representative at the nationals 
in the kata division, New Eng-
land w ill. Eli Moharj.erani, from. . 
the JKA Karate-Do Club in 
Boston, won hers~lf first-place 
in kata and a second-place in 
sparring. "She is the first wom-
an who has ever won the 'Best 
Contestant' award in this. tour-
nament," said Warren. 
As for Miki, she was very 
happy with her performance. 
"Oh, yes. I was pleased," said 
the soft-spoken Utaka. "I enjoy 
being here at UNH and l'm 
, looking forward to the national 
tournament." 
12th in the nation with a 2-0 discipline, offensively and def- Growney and Worcester each 
ensively. We do it-in spurts, and scored once. McCaffrey assisted 
when we' re out of it we' re lost on two goals. . · 
in chaos," said Garber. "We have mental breakdowns 
· record. The Minutemen boast 
a 13-9 win over Delaware and 
a 14-4 victory over Boston 
Miki Utaka, shown here accepting her trophy, came in first 
in the women's sparring division. (Craig Parker photo) 
College. . "We lack some experience in for four or five minutes at a 
some spots," said Worcester. time, and that's when they scorn 
":S-ut I'm not hanging my shoes on us," said Fraser. 
U Mass beat UNH last year 
15-6. __ WOMEN T RACK ____ ~ __ --::.:_.~ 
" Today's first home lacrosse up. 
Benes made eight saves game against Holy Cross is 
"It is definitely going to be 
a really big · game for both 
teams," said Garber, rde,rring 
to the U Mass game. "Obviously ·. 
they're the favorites, but any-
thing can happen." 
(continued from page 36) 
against C.W. Post i~ the first postponed until Monday, April 
· half but he gave up eight goals. 13. 
In the second half Dave Apple- Th@ Wildcats challenge U 
-feld saved eight potential goals,-· Mass at home on Saturday at 1 
but let four slip by., p.m. 
Fraser scored ·twice, while Currently, U Mass is ranked 
post-season championships. 
Later in the spring, Richter wiH 
compete at the New England 
and ECAC championship meets, 
and also at the Penn Relays, all 
compliments of Saturday's 
heave. · 
. • - Jen Shepley looks to be the 
•••••• ··············~···········-- mo~t ~ersatile thrower_ on this • · 
_ · W sprmg s_ squad. The s n r c~m-
·_ . • peted rn all four throwing 
• BASEBALL No~ ·• events~ scoring no lower than· 
• 
1 
.I. .I. • fourth m any event. 
• • 
She threw the hammer 13 7' 
•
, 3 1/ 2" to go along with a 36' 
• 3 1/ 4". shot put throw, both 
• The UNH baseball team fell victim to the heavy • qualifyinghertojoinRichter 
• • at the New England champion-
• 
ships. The hammer. toss also 
- · . · • serves as Shep leis entrance into 
.•rains that have taken over the weather charts. The • ~he ECAC P0st-seas~n meet. As 
• . . . • 1f all of that wasn t enough, 
• · • Shepley also added a personal 
- record to her credentials of the 
!team had a doubleheader against Rhode Island • day with a 11_4' 9" javelin toss . . 
• · . • Shepley will have more than 
• · r . · • enough company throwing the 
• 
, . . ' · hammer at the New England 
cancelled over the weekend. The games are • championships. Wildcat team-
• , • • mates Karen Wenmark and 
• • Heidi Hill also .jumped on the 
• I t b d th• W d d H · train 
tb the championship with 
. schedu ed O e ma e up IS· e nes ay. owever, • qualifying throws at Rhode 
• · · · '. I · ·~ Island. Wenmark added a third-
• • place fi~ish in the discus and 
•there is a twist here. The 'Cats were supposed to play • a f;~:t ~tt::;thte~u:~ an ob-
• · · • stacle in the throwing events, 
• . · · • the Wildcats' feats in the 
•Bowdoin on Wednesday, but .have temporarily • ~ammer thro~ ,are9uiteheroic. 
• 
· • · • Th!= throwrng cucles were 
. really wet and muddy, " sa id 
effect on the performance. " 
Surely, Krueger fl1USt be anxjous 
to see what her throwers will 
accomplish when throwing con-
. ditions are. perfect. ··. 
It is this group of throwers 
whom Krueger is expecting big 
things out of this spring. "They . 
· are the matured athletes on this 
team," she said. "As the season 
go~s on they are really going 
to dazzle." 
Krueger was also satisfied 
with· the performance of her. 
runners over the weekend. · 
Terry Dexter was the stand-
out on the track, qualifying for 
the New Englands in the 200-
meter race with a first -place 
time of 26.89 seconds, also a 
personal record. Dexter a!so ran 
a 13.6. 100-meter, first at the 
Invitational and anot.her per-
sonal rewrd. Mary Bombaraier 
added a fine showing with a 
fou1;_th- place finish in . the 800-
meter. 
"The runners were compet-
itive and th·at's a good sign," 
said. Krueger. "They' re working 
oh ·volume tight' now. If the 
· spring were a lqnger season, 
. that would bring mor~ quality 
from the runners." 
The women's track team next 
jumps into action at the Smith 
Invitational this coming wee-
·kend. In a field of 12 teams, 
Krueger said she'd like her 
.group to be fourth or fifth. She 
complimented the teams from 
UVM and UMass, who will head 
the field at Smith, . • . - . . • Krueger .. "You could really tell 
:scratchedthatgarnefiomthescheduletomake -
:room for the games against the Rams. · \ : '¾'\ee the l'r . ·.. - . . -• • The team's record is still 7-8. • 
• • • • . . . . . . . . . .
!••······················~······ .. •",/'J',l'.•········•·.l'·•······--····••J'••-
t sports stats 
· every Friday 
rliiLN~Hampshire. 
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Women. rowers "miss boat" in San Diego 
By Paul Sweeney 
UNH women's crew club 
coach John Squadrnni doesn't 
want to make excuses, but he 
can't hdp feeling a little irri-
tated about the way his crew was 
treated this past weekend at the 
San Diego ,crew classic. 
The boat that the Wildcats 
were sched~led to use in the race 
was taken away from them at 
the last moment, forcing Squad-
roni to place a whole new lineup 
in a new boat . 
. "We got the shaft," said 
Squadroni. · 
Whe·n puttin-g a crew boat 
together for a race, there are 
certain ways of rigging it. The 
UNH women's team uses a 
tandem rig, which has four 
people in alternate seating and 
two on the same side of the boat. 
This is a sy$-tem Squadroni said 
suited the team well. . 
For the race in Sa-1_1 Diego, the 
Wildcats had received :a ,com-
mitment for the us~ of a certain . 
. boat that was compatible to the 
on~ they've practiced the tan-
dem rig on. That commitment 
fell through and the Wildcats 
were negle~teq use of the boat. 
That's where the troubles began. 
The style o'f the boat the 
Wildcats ·were allowed to use 
didn't fit .well with their tandem 
rigging. "This misfortune with 
the boat really had an effect on 
us," said Squadroni. "Having 
to switch to another boat made 
-a two or three second difference 
so the 'Cats were out of luck. UNH did gain a measure of 
What makes this even more consolation by winning the 
painful to accept is that the · petite race, featuring the three 
UNH boat finished only ope . teams which didn't qualify for 
yster Bay, had some problems in the San Diego 
ished in seventh place. 
Though the trip was tar- · 
nished by the boat incident, it 
was still worthwhile for the 
Wildcats. _"We were out there 
with the best crews in the 
country," said Squadroni. "This 
race is one of the biggest crew 
races in the country so it was 
· an honor to be there." 
UNH' s invitation to the crew 
classic came via the solid rep-
utation they have built over the 
years. Last year was an especially 
good year. The Wildcats had two 
triple sweeps at the Dadvail 
Division Two national cham-
pionships, earning them the 
title of Division Two national 
· champions. Competing in the 
San Diego crew classic is one 
. of the benefits of being champs. 
· The performance of the Wild-
cats in San Diego is even more 
impressive when considering 
Crew Classic. (Loreen Costello photo) 
· that the team had prepared for 
the race with only five practices. 
"We really hadn't spent much 
time in the water previous. to · 
those races· so we were at a bit 
of a disadvantage to start with," 
said Squadroni. 
Those precious seconds would 
have made a whale of a differ-
ence for the Wildcats. UNH 
raced in the first of two heats 
and finished fourth with a time 
oJ 6-minutes, 59-seconds. Wis-
consin, a national power in 
· women's crew, won the heat in · 
. 6:52. Only the top three of each 
heat could advance to the finals, ' 
second behind third-place Ca-
lifornia. This is where that 
faster time in the better-suited 
boat would have made the 
difference. "It was a pretty 
messy situation," said Squad-
roni. "This is a sharp team that 
is going to do some great things 
this year, but to start like this 
was a bit unfortunate." 
tM final race. The 'Cats winning 
time of 7 :04 was seven seconds 
faster than second-place Oreg-
on. "It was obvious that we were 
out of our class in that. race," 
said Squadroni'. 
Wisconsin took home t,he 
Whittier Cup, symbolizing the -
·winner of the San Diego Crew 
Classic. Technically, UNH fin-
\ 
The women's crew team also 
sent a boat to a race in Boston. 
The performance of the tea·m 
was hindered by the foul weath-
er the area has been having, 
though. Weather forced the 
cancellation of the men's race 
\ over the weekend. . 
Cyclists blow 
past field 
By Phil Broder 
A windy day can be either a 
blessing or a curse for a bike 
racer. On Saturday, when the 
UNH cycling team rode in the 
Tufts University road race, it 
was both. · · · 
The winds were fickle at first. 
One gust blew Chris Barstow's 
bike off of the team van roof, 
leaving it in the highway where 
it was demolished by an oncom-
ing car. The wind continued to 
blow, depositing an icy rain on 
the riders and the road. But the 
team did some huffing and 
puffing of its own, and blew the 
other teams away. 
The UNB tornado reared up 
in the Men's Crace. Peter Larsen 
won a prime sprint and the race, 
Brad Boucher finished second, 
and Doug Carson was edged out 
' of third pla'ce by a Tufts rider. 
Henry Burke also rode a strong 
race, but suffered a flat tire with 
three miles to go. 
mel gave the other teams a 
lesson in tactics. 
Barstow and Gemmel formed 
2/5 of a breakaway that stayed -
ten to .thirty seconds in front 
.of the pack for the whole-race. 
The remaining UNH _riders 
slowed the pack down, prevent-
ing _ therri from chasing the 
bn;akaway. 
. Barstow, riding a borrowed 
bike, recovered enough from the 
tragic loss of his beloved bike 
to win a prime. After Gemmel, 
who -" ... just couldn't push the 
pedals anymore ... " dropped out 
with five miles remaining, 
Campbell bridged up to ~he 
break. At the end, Campbell 
spri'nted to second place, miss-
ing the win by inch~s. Barstow 
took sixth; and Clifford out-
sprinted the pack for eighth. 
Ted Garber's boys managed to win their first game of the year against Stony Brook, but th~n 
got smothered by C.W. Post. The team won't be playing Holy Cross next,.but UMass. (file 
photo) 
. The women blew in as strong-
ly as the men. Sue Maydwe.11 and 
Tanya Horne missed the win-
ning breakaway, but still came 
in fifth and sixth, respectively. 
Their race was followed by the 
Men's B race. Strong rides blew 
Stuart Kremzner to a fifth place 
finish, Rob Lessard to a seventh, 
and Steve U taski to ninth. 
The oustanding results blew 
'the overall victory and a cash 
prize to UNH. In two races this 
season, the team now has a first 
and a second place finish. "The 
women really clinched it for us," 
said Coach Mark Hibbard. 
"Without the women it 
would've been really close." 
Men's lax gains first victory 
By Marla G. Smith 
It was like being in a shower 
~ filled with a foot of mud, gale 
force winds of 60 miles per hour; 
dressed in a lacrosse uniform. 
This describes the weather -
conditions of the men's-lacrosse 
game Saturday at Stony Brook. 
The Wildcats won 9-2, their first 
win of the season. 
The Sunday game against 
CW. Post, however, ended in 
a 16-4 upset over the 'Cats. The 
Wildcats record is now 1-6. 
"We got a little life back into 
our system after the Stony Brook 
victory," said coach Ted Garber. 
"Then came the CW. Post loss." 
· Senior midfielder Seth Wor-
cester said, "We've got a lot to 
learn, especially team discipline 
and confidence." 
Craig Benes goaltended the 
Stony Brook game. 
"Benes wasn't tested much, 
but considering the conditions, 
he did well," said Garber. 
Mike ¥cCaffrey and Barry 
Fraser both scored three goals. 
Kevin Growney, Bill Sullivan 
and Bill Cragg each netted a 
goal. McCaffrey, Fraser, and 
Dave Haynes each posted an -
assist. 
According to Garber, the 
CW .. Post game w as full of 
mental errors. · 
"We need to work on our 
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The wind blew hard in the 
Men's A race, covering the road 
in water again. Nevertheless 
the team of Barstow, Emmanuel 
Betz, Ed Clifford, Eric Froburg, 
Bob Campbell, and Mike Gem-
Apparently, not even stormy 
weather can hold back the 
cycling team.-They will meet 
next on Wednesday at 7:00 in 
the Field House to go over plans 
for a race at Cornell in two 
weeks .. The team seems to have 
set its sails toward · another · 
ECCF title, and has broadcast 
a clear warning for other teams 
to batten down their hatches. 
MISSED THE GAME? 
find out who won in 
The New Hanipshire 
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Laxwomen take it out on Catamounts 
By John Kelley 
The UNH womens' lacrosse 
team maintained its perfect 
record with a 13-4 victory over 
Vermont. The Wildcats now 
have an overall record of 4-0 
and a 3-0 mark in the ECAC on 
the '87 season. This contest, 
which was intended for April 
5 at home, was rescheduled for 
April 4 at Phillips Andover due 




The All-Americans, Karen Ge-
romini and Pauline Collins led 
the scoring attack with eight 
poi·nts and six: points ·res pec-
tively ( each had four goals). 
Sophomore Lynne Abbott and 
senior Anne Sherer each added 
two goals to help the Wildcat 
scoring punch. 
The Wildcats, as has been true 
all s_eason long, simply used 
their speed and better athletes 
to wear down Vermont. "It was 
an all-around team effort," said 
Head Coach Marge Anderson. 
"Our transition game and our 
fine play in the offensive and 
defensive end helped us beat 
Vermont," she added. 
The bad weather has forced 
the team to practice in The· Pit 
(the indoor track). The only 
time they have been outside has 
been on game days . Ande;son 
thinks practicing indoors has 
sl(?wed the teams' progress. "It 
,w;as a good performance 
6gainst Vermont) considering 
we have not been able to play 
outside," said the coach. "We 
definitely need more time out-
side to help our transition game . 
and to help us settle down on 
offense." 
Once again UNH was able to 
jump ouno an early lead as they 
carried an 8-1 lead into inter-
mission. Anderson is quite 
pleased with her teams' fast 
starts this season. "We are much 
stronger in the first half this 
season than we were last year," 
said Anderson. "A fast start can . 
have a demoralizing effect on 
the opposing team." 
1
Despite the lopsided score 
Vermont did manage eighteen 
1shots on the UNH net as op-
posed to twenty-three shots 
forwarded by the Wildcats. This 
is. four more than the UNH 
defense has allowed all season, 
but Ande-rson was far from 
disappointed. "Even though our 
defense is inexperienced they· 
are playing intelligently," she 
said. 
The leaders on defense are 
senior Mary Rogers and junior 
Katey Stone. This is Stone's first 
y€ar playing defense. "This is 
her first time playing defense 
and she has taken over," said 
Anderson. "She is also creating 1 
turnovers." 
Only three shots Were able 
to get by senior goalie. Cathy 
N arsiff. She has only allowed 
eight goals on the seasori-.()ut 
of thirty attempts . This gives 
her a better save percentage this 
year (.733) -than last season 
(.711). "Cathy was off to a slow 
start," said Anderson. "But she 
is starting to play much better 
for us now. Her reflexes are 
incredible," said the coach. ') . 
The one part of the team that 
coach Anderson does not have 
to worry about is the offense. 
In four games the Wildcats have 
scored 63 goals which is ·15.75 
. per -game. 
Collins i,s the leading scorer 
with seventeen goals on the . 
season. "Pauline is playing really 
well and helping us out with the 
transition game, our defensive 
T rackmen come. up short 
By Rick Kampersal 
And the wise track wizard 
said, "Thou shalt not win by 
weights alone." 
The UNH men's track -team 
dominated the weight events 
this past weekend at Dart-
mouth, but it wasn't enough to 
catapult them over UMass, who 
finished a measly point ahead 
of the 'Cats, 5 7-56. The host Big 
Green took the meet with 90 
points. 
Senior Ed McCabe sur rised 
absolutely nobody by winning 
three events in the meet. The 
Nashua native captured the 
discus (160 feet, 7 1/2 inches), 
the shot put (54' 7 3 / 4") and 
the hammer throw (190' 6"). 
"Believe me, we would have 
loved to have beaten UMass," 
sai_d Head Coach Jim Boulanger. 
"Eddie (McCabe) did his usual 
outstanding job and we had 
some high finishes from the 
other kids ." But the Wildcats 
had some technical difficulties. 
. he men's track team will be hosting four teams from New 
England in a meet to be held in Hampton _this weekend. (Craig 
Parker photo) . . 
"We had the opportu'nity to 
place higher than we did," said 
Boufanger. "But thing~ didn't 
go our way." Sophomore Todd 
Urbanik, who in his spare time 
is also a running back for the 
football team, felt something 
pop in his right elbow on his 
first javelin attempt. To rriake 
matters a bit worse, the 'Cats 
dropped the baton i_n the relay 
event. 
"The kids were very compet-
itive," said Boulanger. "They're 
no longer afraid of going against 
teams like Dartmouth. There 
is more confidence now." 
UNH managed to sweep the 
shot put event as sophomore 
Dave Weisser and freshman 
Greg Taylor took second and 
third places, ·respectively. Mike 
Wellington had a productive 
afternoon as he won the 110-
meter hurdles and placed second 
in the high jump. Tom Lickman 
took a second in the javelin 
throw. · 
This weekend, ·the UNH men 
"host" four. teams which, along 
with UNH, used to be in the 
now-ddunct Yankee Confer-
ence . Teams from Maine, 
UMass, Rhode Island, and Ver-
mont will all be at the Winna-
cunnet High School in Hamp-
ton trying to claim the title of 
best track team in New England. 
"It's the first time in ten years 
that these teams have gotten 
together.," said Boulanger. " It 
should be very competitive 
because we're all fairly equal." 
· UNH does have a legitimate 
ch ance a t w in n ing the meet. 
Btmlanger is looking fo r better 
showings in the sprinting 
everits , the half- mi le, and the 
relays. 
The meet is a good chance for 
people to get a rare peek .at the 
tracksters in action. Everything 
gets underway at noo,n. 
game, and our offensive attack," 
· said Anderson about the center. 
"You cannot ask anyone to do 
more than that," she added. 
Most of the other offensive 
firepower has come from the 
fiel~ general Geromini. She is , 
the leading point getter with 
twenty- six points including 
twelve goals. "Karen controls-
. the offensive end and settles 
th_ings down for our offense," 
said Anderson. 
Abbott and freshmen Muara 
Naughton are also making sig-
nificant contributions to the 
offense adding sixteen and 
twelve points respectively. "We 
are looking forward to Lynne 
being able to take control of the 
offense in place of Geromini,"-
said Anderson. 
The reason Anderson wants 
Abbott to be the field general 
is so Geromini can be allowed 
to position herself in front of 
the net. "We want to get Karen 
in front of the net," said And-
erson. "She has a great scoring 
touch ." On UNH, the player 
who is running the plays is 
usually positioned behind the 
goal. . 
The easy _ schedule for the 
Wildcats has ended, because 
',[he will face the Bi Green of 
!1artmouth in Hanover Thurs-
. day April 9. "Dar.tmouth is a 
skilled team," Anderson said. 
"We will have to be consistently 
poised and disciplined with the 
ball. In our earlier games we had 
the better athletes, but this time 
that will not be the case," saii 
the coach. 
LAX NOTES: The Wildcats' 
next opponent Qarmouth was 
6-0 in the Ivy League last 
season ... UNH has scored on 
57% of their shots this season-
... Cqach Anderson hopes to -see 
this percentage increase. 'Tm 
hoping to see this team get 75 % 
of their shots to score,'.' she said. 
"This is a lofty but rea,listic goal 
with the - personnel we ha-
ve." ... Besides a tough contest 
against Dartmouth Thursday, 
UNH is playing the Temple 
Owls at Massachusetts on Sat-
urday. Temple defeated the 
Wildcats 8-5 last year in the 
NCAA playoffs, and they went 
on to win the national cham-
pionship. "Temple is supposed 
to be the ultimate team this 
year," said Anderson. "We will 
. be watching everyone, but ·the 
problem is they have been 
outside since February, and we 
have barely practiced outside." ·-
The women's track team got some good individual showings 
in the weight events , including the hammer throw. 
(Craig Parker photo) 
Lady 'Cats shine 
By Paul Sweeney 
After the Rhode Island In-
vitai;ional on Sa turday, UNH 
women's track co ach N ancy 
Krueger had a smile on her face 
that even the rain o f -the day 
couldn't wash off. 
:·1r was a g reat day fo r us ,'' 
said K rueger. "I was pleas ed 
with the performance all 
around." 
There was no team scoring 
for this opening meet of the 
spring season, rather it was a 
showcase for the individuals. 
Many Wildcats took the oppor-
tunity to shine as five qualified 
to compete in various p ost-
season championships. · _ 
W ith one toss of the javelin, 
junior Sandy R ichter accomp-
lished major suides on Saturday. 
Her 145-foot, 6- inch throw was 
good enough for first place in 
the meet and it also earned her 
a ticket to to ur the circuit o f 
I 
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